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Unmanned ground vehicles (UGV) are being explored for use in military domains. Military
UGVs operate in complex off-road environments. Vehicle mobility forecasting plays an important
role in understanding how and where a vehicle can operate. Traditional mobility forecasting has
been done using an analytical model known as the NATO Reference Mobility Model (NRMM).
There has been a push to extend the forecasting capabilities of NRMM by integrating more
simulation methods. Simulation enables the repeated testing of UGVs in scenarios that would be
difficult or dangerous to study in real world testing. To accurately capture UGV performance in
simulation, the operating environment must be accurately modeled. Current widely used methods
for generating forested virtual environments rely on random methods. These methods result in
forests that can appear to be realistic when visually inspected but lack the appropriate distribution
of different sizes of vegetation. The size and distribution of vegetation plays a major role in
the ability of a vehicle to operate in a forested environment. Therefore, there is a need for
alternative forest generation algorithms that generate more realistic virtual forests. To address this,

a novel environment generation model based on forest ecology was implemented. This model
accurately captures vegetation growth, disbursement, and competition. Simulated UGV selfdriving performance for scenes generated using the ecological model was compared to performance
for scenes generated using a widely adopted random model. Resulting speeds across each scene
were averaged to predict a speed made good (SMG). Vehicle SMG predictions were made in
NRMM using scene descriptions matching each of the random and ecological scenes. Using a
continuous vegetation override function in simulation, SMG predictions for both methods were
similar to the results of NRMM. However, the predicted speeds for scenes generated with the
ecological model were different from the predicted speeds for scenes generated with the random
model. When examining the distribution and frequency of different sizes of trees, ecological
scenes more closely match the distribution and frequency of trees that are expected for real forested
environments suggesting that predictions for speed in ecological scenes better represent potential
speeds for real environments.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs) are being investigated for use in consumer, industrial, and
military domains. Within each of these task domains, there exists a need and desire to field UGVs
that can accomplish goals as safely and efficiently as a human operator, without the human cost
associated with those tasks. With such a large need and desire for UGVs across all three domains,
there has been a significant investment over the last ten years into the development of these systems.
Research in the consumer domain has thus far focused significantly on bringing to market
vehicles that can safely operate on roads and highways using a wide array of affordable sensors.
The goal of these platforms within this domain is to provide comfortable, easy to use transportation
that removes the burden of operating the motor vehicle from the user and onto the vehicle itself.
This goal is the result of an increased desire for safe vehicles that can travel long distances with little
to no intervention from a user, thus increasing the product’s (in this case the vehicle’s) desirability.
The consumer domain primarily operates within a controlled on-road environment. As a
result of this clearly defined environment, on-road autonomy has clearly defined infrastructure that
can be leveraged by UGVs to understand their operational space. Road signs and markings are
standardized within the United States and designed to be human friendly [60]. Dynamic objects
(pedestrians, animals, other vehicles) are the primary threat to UGVs operating within the consumer
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domain. Due to the structure built into the road network, operation of consumer vehicles presents
a lower level of complexity to autonomous vehicles than other task domains.
In the industrial domain, research is supporting development of autonomous capabilities for
semi-trucks to transport equipment and goods across large distances. Within the United States, the
over-land shipping industry had a total market revenue of 791.1 billion USD in 2019 [40]. This
market employed 947,000 truck drivers, which was below the industry need, leading to a truck
driver shortage [40]. This task domain could be considered more complex than the consumer
domain. Larger vehicles and operations in intermodal facilities make logistics applications more
complex than operations in the consumer domain.
Within the industrial domain, UGVs are also being developed to ease the burden of hard labor.
As the population of the world continues to increase, the need for large farms to continuously
produce food across large swaths of land grows. UGVs are a way to potentially address both the
efficiency of managing the fields and the burden associated with keeping farms running. These
UGVs operate within a semi-structured environment with rows of crops that are often easy to
distinguish. They must address the complexity of avoiding environmental challenges such as soft
soils, negative obstacles, and vegetation. Across the industrial domain, complexity is added in
comparison to the consumer domain in the form of vehicle form factors and capabilities, intermodal
operating environments, off-road operating environments, and special industrial operations.
Within the military domain, there exists a need for UGVs that can provide support capabilities
to troops deployed around the world. Operating a vehicle in a military situation carries a far
greater risk than is typically seen in both the consumer and industrial task domain. Thus, the

2

potential safety gains associated with using UGVs for things such as equipment transportation,
soldier transportation, search and rescue, and scouting are significant.
In the military domain, UGVs operate in environments with limited reliable infrastructure.
Additionally, UGVs within this domain have more flexibility in mobility options. Military vehicles
are expected to operate everywhere that a consumer or industrial vehicle can operate with the
addition of cluttered forests, sparse deserts, rolling hills, and mountainous terrains. These operational environments have a complicated structure resulting from intertwined factors that result in a
more complex operating environment. These complex environments range from sparse forests to
non-navigable dense forests that are the result of interconnected processes dependent on soil properties, environmental conditions (i.e., lighting and weather), and vegetation. In on-road navigation,
vehicles operating in the consumer and industrial domain can rely on standardized road signage.
Off-road industrial systems, such as those operating on farms, can rely on known structures and
patterns such as field sizes, spacing, and rows. In contrast, the military must often operate without
infrastructure. Military operating environments and conditions are more difficult to model and
simulate than those of on-road consumer and industrial use.
As UGV software systems are developed for each domain, the task of testing UGV performance
arises. To test UGV software in the real world is difficult because it is not possible to present a
UGV operating in its domain with all possible scenarios it might encounter. Even if this were
feasible, real-world testing introduces risk to developers creating and testing the vehicle, as well
as the expensive hardware on these vehicles. To tackle operational limitations associated with
developing UGVs, developers in all three domains have turned to simulation.

3

In UGV simulation, a model of a vehicle is placed in a virtual scene and operated using the same
control software used to operate the physical version of the UGV system. All simulations include
at a minimum two components: the vehicle and the operational environment. An accurate vehicle
model is necessary so that the physics behind the simulation can properly simulate the vehicle
dynamics. Vehicles of different sizes have different physical characteristics, such as weight,
acceleration, braking force, and turn radius.
Representation of the environment in a simulation consists of several different sub-levels.
These sub levels include the subsurface, surface, topography, roads, obstacles, vegetation, and
environmental conditions (i.e., lighting and weather). Each of these levels influences the ability of
a UGV to operate. The subsurface level provides information on the underground ecosystem that
influences how features within an environment arise. The surface level provides information on the
physical characteristics of the ground on which a vehicle will drive. The topography defines the
shape of the ground, including hills and mountains. The road level defines known drivable areas
that might be present in a scene. The obstacle level defines obstacles that are present within an
environment such as large boulders or man-made barriers. The vegetation level defines obstacles
that may or may not be traversable depending on the vehicle’s specification.
As capabilities for UGVs are developed using simulation, the complexity of the simulation
environment increases. The consumer domain requires the least complexity of all the domains
due to its structured nature. The industrial domain adds complexity through the introduction of
off-road environments. These environments, however, often still have structure in their design that
can reduce complexity in the development of off-road UGVs. Finally, simulation for the military
domain brings all the complexities associated with the previous two domains, with the added
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difficulty of operating within a structurally complex environment resulting from interconnected
ecological processes.
There has been much work in developing simulation tools that fit the consumer and industrial
domain, but there are many questions left to address within the military domain, specifically the
complex operational environment. Many UGV developers, when building test environments, rely
on simplistic models of complex environments such as forests. Vegetation, however, is complex in
its structure. Vegetation such as that found in a forest goes through natural processes that determine
the layout, density, and composition of a forest.
Historically, the chief concern of the US Army when evaluating any vehicle platform has been
the potential of a vehicle to operate in a defined location. Estimations of Go / No Go (GNG) and
Speed Made Good (SMG) have been made for many years using tools such as the NATO Reference
Mobility Model (NRMM) to determine when and where a vehicle can operate based on several
factors such as vegetation, soil conditions, vehicle and operator limitations, and visibility [44].
When considering only the vegetation, a single factor, stem spacing, is used.
As UGV development and deployment became a more critical need for the military, there has
been a migration away from purely analytical models such as NRMM toward simulation platforms
for both development and testing of vehicles. However, modeling and simulation must support the
complex environments encountered in the military task domain. These off-road environments have
received little attention from the consumer and industrial domains, and specifically, robust models
of vegetation that provide both context and detail are needed by the US Army. To account for
vegetation of different sizes, this factor is broken into multiple classes, grouped by stem diameter.
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1.1

Motivation
This research is motivated by the desire to increase simulation fidelity of UGVs in the off-road

military domain by developing better Ecological Models for vegetation in off-road forest environments. More realistic digital forests should result in better mobility predictions for vehicles
operating in these forest environments by providing more realistic operational environments compared to current widely used scene generation methods. There are many challenges that need to be
addressed for successful off-road UGV development. There have been significant improvements
such as large-scale simulated road networks from the consumer and industrial domains that have
contributed to robust on-road simulation platforms.
However, within the military domain, there exists a lack of robust off-road environment models
that mimic real world phenomenon. Many simulation platforms leverage simple vegetation models
to approximate forests [37, 10, 16]. Within the field of computer graphics, techniques such as
random distribution with limited competition modeling are often used to approximate distributions
of vegetation across a scene. Often the validity of the generated environment is assessed based
on its visual appearance, rather than on robust forestry concepts [10]. While this results in
visually appealing environments, it presents an inherent problem of consistency with the natural
environment when attempting to use simulation environments to develop UGVs that can leverage
natural occurring phenomena within an operational environment in the same way on-road UGVs
leverage known infrastructure. Furthermore, many of these statistical generation methods require
careful parameter tuning to generate realistic looking forests. These parameters are often tuned to
look correct, rather than meaningful measurable values that are correlated with the types of scenes
being generated [62].
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Environments such as forests are created through a variety of interwoven natural processes that
influence the composition and layout of the vegetation. Terrain features that are often the result
of decades of interactions between environmental conditions and effects such as soil strength and
water flow that affect the spread of vegetation throughout a scene. Existing vegetation determines
what other types of plants can grow and thrive in specific environments. Temperature also plays an
important role in the development of an off-road environment as it determines the types of plants
that can grow and what time of year they grow and propagate.
There are meaningful relationships between topography, terrain type, climate, and patterns of
growth in vegetation that can provide context to machine learning algorithms that might not be
present if created with random noise. An example of this is the shading effect that forest canopies
have on the understory vegetation growth. As a canopy closes, large trees tend to shade out smaller
vegetation and reduce the amount of understory that can develop. These context clues within the
environment are important to capture and can best be done with the implementation of Ecological
Models. Capturing these kinds of relationships may help algorithms make useful inferences about
the environment. For example, Ecological Models can accurately describe environmental factors
that play into the mobility predictions of military vehicles such as the proper relationship between
environment variables like water flow and soil strength.

1.2

Research Question
The objective of this research is to develop a novel Ecological Model that will generate

realistic virtual environments leading to improved predictions of UGV performance in simulation. The benefits of the Ecological Model will be evaluated by comparing simulated UGV
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performance in environments generated by the Ecological Model to simulated UGV performance in
environments generated using a widely accepted random generation method. In addition, simulated
UGV performance predictions for both methods will be compared to predictions from NRMM, an
analytical tool developed and used by the U.S. Army.
A widely used random distribution model currently implemented within the simulation environment was used to generate random environments for the simulation. The existing random
generation algorithm was provided with real world, justifiable parameters and allowed to generate
environments to six specified target basal areas (BA). An ecological-based model was implemented
and used to generate environments targeting the same size basal areas.
NRMM’s description of vegetation in an environment is limited to “average spacing of all
stems in the terrain unit with stem diameters greater than or equal to the stem diameter class” [1][p.
52] for eight stem diameter classes. For each environment generated, an associated terrain unit
was created that calculated the appropriate stem spacing for each class defined by NRMM. This
provided an ‘NRMM-matching’ virtual environment for comparison to environments generated
with the ecological method and the random method.
The Mississippi State University Autonomous Vehicle Simulator (MAVS) was used to simulate
UGV performance in each of the ecological and random environments. Predictions for SMG and
GNG were recorded for each of the simulated drives.
NRMM was also used to predict UGV SMG and GNG for environments matching the ecological
and random scenes. For this project, the vehicle performance predicted by NRMM was considered
a baseline, accurate prediction of SMG and GNG for these environments. NRMM has been used
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by the U.S. Army and its allies for the last 50 years for predicting vehicle performance across
different terrains with varying vegetation. For this project, the following assumptions were made.
• NRMM is a valid predictor of vehicle performance
• NRMM has a valid representation of the environment
• NRMM can accurately capture the effects of vegetation on vehicle performance
The results of the simulations answer the following research question:
RQ: Which environment generation model (ecological vs random) improves the accuracy
of simulated UGV mobility performance? This research question was explored in this project
by comparing simulated vehicle performance in multiple forest environments generated using
ecological, random methods to the vehicle performance predicted by NRMM.
H1: An ecologically driven forest environment model results in UGV speeds that are similar to
predicted NRMM speeds for a UGV operating within a forest.
H2: A randomly generated forest environment model results in UGV speeds that are similar to
predicted NRMM speeds for a UGV operating within a forest.
H3: Ecologically driven environments have similar physical and visual properties to real-world
forested environments as measured by the frequency distribution of different size trees.
H4: Random Environments do not have similar physical and visual properties to real-world
environments as measured by the frequency distribution of different size trees.

1.3

Summary
UGVs are being developed for commercial, industrial, and military domains. Operations

within the commercial and industrial space are structured in nature when compared to the military
domain. The military domain introduces significant complexity to an operational environment
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through the need to drive through complex terrain and environments such as forests. Simulation
has been at the forefront of UGV development. Simulation environments should be using robust
Ecological Models instead of using random distribution models for generating forested scenes that
better capture complex relationships between environmental conditions and vegetation growth and
propagation. Capturing this complex relationship and generating virtual environments that are both
physically and visually accurate are critical to simulating and evaluating mobility performance for
UGVs. This dissertation outlines an experimental procedure to determine if an Ecological Model
results in UGV performance that is similar to predicted NRMM performance for a UGV operating
within a forest.
This dissertation is broken into six distinct chapters. Chapter 1 is the introduction which
outlines the goal of this research, the research question, and the hypotheses. Chapter 2 is a detailed
breakdown of related work and concepts that are important for understanding the development of
this research. Chapter 3 explores the implementation of the presented novel Ecological Model.
Chapter 4 outlines how the research question and hypothesis will be answered and provides
information on the inputs for both the MAVS and NRMM. Chapter 5 presents the results of the
mobility analysis from both MAVS and NRMM for both simulation methods explored. Finally,
Chapter 6 explores the conclusions that can be drawn from the results and discusses the implications
of these results.
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CHAPTER II
RELEVANT RESEARCH

The growth and development of vegetations falls into a four-phase cycle: establishment, thinning, transition, and steady state [47]. Each phase contributes to the structure and makeup of
the forest. Understanding the current phase of a forest can provide context for understanding the
makeup of the forest. The survival of a plant in any of these four stages relies heavily on three
factors: soil, water, and light [47, 9, 36]. Each plant must receive a minimum amount of each of
these to survive and grow [36].
The first phase, establishment, occurs following either the abandonment of clear and open
agricultural land or widespread death of a forest as a result of a dramatic catastrophic event [47].
This first phase lasts between 5 and 15 years, and during this phase, competition is extremely high
[47]. Many seeds and seedlings die as plants attempt to set up across the surface of the cleared area
[47]. While mature plants put out seeds on a predictable cycle, during the establishment phase,
the method of seed propagation by each plant has a large impact on the distribution and makeup
of the forest. Which seeds survive is not only a function of the environment, but also the ability of
the seeds to spread across the distances required to get from the tree that produced the seed to the
open space needed to grow. Additionally, once a seed has settled on a spot, the resources available
play a large role in the determination of its survival. If a seed lands in a soil type that the plant
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cannot grow in, it does not survive. If the seed lands in an area that is too wet or too dry, the plant
does not survive. If the seed lands in an area that is heavily shaded, and it is not shade tolerant, the
plant does not survive.
The second phase results in intense competition for the resources available to each plant, as a
race to the top begins [47]. Each plant in the location grows as fast as possible to capitalize on the
available resources [36]. Since many plants exist at this point, competition for resources becomes
intense. Every plant is pulling water from the soil and trying to grow as large as possible to
avoid being shaded out by other plants [36]. This results in resource scarcity and underperforming
vegetation dies off over time, and a closed canopy will form [47]. Once the canopy has closed,
many species such as pine trees that are fast to grow make up a large portion of the canopy [47].
Smaller pine trees which did not grow as fast and are shaded slowly die, resulting in the overall
thinning of the forest [47, 67]. Since the amount of available light is limited under a closed canopy,
many species of vegetation that were present in the establishment phase die off [47]. Only shade
tolerant species (often hardwoods) will survive in the shadow of the pine trees [47, 36]. This
phase will persist until the trees that make up the original closed canopy begin to die due to age,
infestations, or natural weather events [47]. The death of trees that make up the closed canopy
results in the progression to the third phase, the transition phase [47].
The transition phase sees the vegetation of the closed canopy slowly dying off leaving wide
gaps in the canopy where sunlight can penetrate into the forest. These gaps allow for new growth to
occur in that open spot in the canopy. Typically plants that survived in the shadow of the previous
tree will grow at a faster pace than newly seeded plants since they are already established [47].
This process will continue to occur until the majority of the canopy transitions typically to new
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hardwood species [47]. Once this has occurred throughout the forest and the majority of the canopy
now consists of hardwoods, the forest is said to have reached phase four, the steady state [47]. In
this phase, the forest persists as a hardwood forest until another dramatic forest-wide death event
occurs again, restarting the cycle [47].
To accurately generate a forested environment, several factors must be accounted for. For a
biologically inspired model, key factors identified in published literature must be accounted for
in any growth model. These factors include soil moisture, soil type, shading, temperature, seed
dispersal, and crowding [47]. Forested environments should be grown to known forestry standards.
To describe the density of forests, basal area (BA) is the most used metric. BA refers to the total
cross section of every tree in the forest at a height of 4.5ft [8]. It is expressed as a density per land
area, typically feet per acre in the United States [8]. As an example, a BA of 30 describes a forest
that has approximately 30 square feet of woody stems per acre of forest.
Previous work on generation of forests for simulation environments typically falls into one of
two categories: tailored scenes and procedurally generated scenes. Tailored scenes are hand crafted
scenes which are precisely controlled by the developer. Vegetation is created by hand placing plants
in precise locations. This method of scene generation is tedious and time consuming. Often when
this is being done, the end goal is to build a forested environment that looks correct, but the
developer does not usually consider the key factors associated with plant growth. Because of the
tedious and time-consuming nature of hand crafting scenes, procedural generation is often used
to create environments. Procedural generation offers the opportunity to create vegetation while
considering factors that are important in the growth, development, and propagation of plant matter.
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2.1

Procedural Generation
The goal of procedural content generation is to provide unique content, without having to hand

craft details of objects, which can vary in infinite ways[62]. With procedural generation you have
parametric control, meaning if you tweak a set of parameters available to you, the outcome of the
generation can be altered[62]. The smallest changes to parameters can result in large changes in
the final product[62].
Procedural generation is used in two different scenarios when creating forest environments.
First, procedural generation is used when there is a need to have a large-scale environment up to
several kilometers in size[62]. Hand crafting immensely large forested environments is resource
intensive, and can result in significant costs for a single forest [24, 62]. The second scenario is
when you desire a high degree of variability across many scenes by slightly changing a few input
variables [24, 62].
Techniques for placing procedurally-generated vegetation are largely explored under the scope
of computer graphics [37, 10, 16]. It is important to understand that the goal of these scene
generation techniques is often not to create a realistic model of vegetation growth, but rather to
approximate the placement and distribution of vegetation within an environment with an emphasis
on optimizing the placement to be as fast as possible[37, 10]. The results of these techniques are
often evaluated based on a visual check to see if the scene looks “real” to the user [10]. Robust
analysis of the scene is often not carried out and results based only on qualitative appearance.
To increase realism of these scenes, multiple techniques for approximating different ecological
processes are sequentially added. This results in the lack of emergent features since only features
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explicitly defined to be approximated are in the scene. This is because the scene often does not
undergo a multi-year simulation of growth that could allow for features to emerge from interactions.
Generation of ecosystems generally can be boiled down to understanding where to place plants
and what life stage (i.e., size) the plant should be. The simplest possible method is to create a
procedural ecosystem that randomly chooses positions for plants in a forest, without regard for the
distribution of the trees [4, 63, 45, 20, 18, 10, 15, 50, 16]. However, randomly selecting points
until you have a desired number of trees in a scene presents multiple problems, the first of which
is the potential for overlapping trees.
To solve this problem, past efforts have included the notion of “self-thinning” [15]. This
technique attempts to mimic the thinning stage of forest development. In a real forest, competition
for resources causes the death of “weaker” plants. In procedural generation, techniques for applying
self-thinning vary, but at the core of the concept, resource competition is taking place [67, 37].
Typically, healthier plants overtake weaker plants, sapping resources over time until the weaker
plant dies off. A common method of deciding competition between nearby plants is to select the
plant that is taller or has a larger radius [15]. This builds on the assumption that the larger plant
has had time to gather more resources and thus must be in good supply of resources it needs.
Sometimes competition is limited to plants of the same species. This method, however, does not
consider the fact that plants do not instantly die when they have a lack of resources. It often takes
months if not years for a plant that is being starved of resources to die. During this phase, that
plant still consumes whatever resources it can. If enough plants surround a large tree, it is possible
that they slowly leech off enough environmental resources to kill off or stunt the growth of the
larger plant [36]. This can result in the larger plant eventually succumbing to another healthier
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plant in the future. Another situation can occur when a forest becomes stagnant due to significant
crowding, where no single tree gets enough resources to grow well, but simply maintains [36].
Through the process of self-thinning, additional complexity can be added to a scene using
limited growth simulation. In this addition to improving randomization, a growth factor is applied
to vegetation placed randomly within a scene [15]. On each time step, this vegetation grows until
it reaches a pre-defined maximum size. Any other vegetation it collides with either perishes or
destroys the growing vegetation.
As simplistic competition takes place within these random environments, gaps within the
environment appear. These gaps will continue to grow because there is no mechanism to introduce
new plants into the simulation, thus the need for models of the introduction and growth of new
and emerging plants begins to take shape. To address this, typically, a plant propagation model
is implemented. These models typically just determine an angle and distance from the existing
plant in which to spawn a new plant of the same species [15]. While the approach is simple, this
allows for the phenomena of “clustering” to emerge. Clustering is the grouping of similar plants,
often due to seeds spreading close by, and the presence of preferred resources of that species in a
location.
This simplistic simulation adds complexity to the scene to better approximate plant survival
and growth over time but requires more computational resources and more time to generate
environments. This has led some research to build environments based on statistical noise instead
of a limited growth simulation model [71, 69, 66].
An approach to allow for more rapid scene generation that is pseudo-random but ensures that
there are no overlapping trees is Poisson Disk Sampling (also known as Blue Noise)[71, 69, 66].
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Poisson Disk Sampling is a technique that ensures that all points selected are at a minimum distance
away from another point[69]. However, this does not produce clustering around resource rich areas
as observed in natural environments. While this method forces trees to be a minimum distance
apart, modifications must be made to account for clustering.
One method to enable clustering behavior is to use a Perlin noise model to dynamically change
the minimum distance for each generated point. This method however must be carefully tuned
since very small minimum distances can result in thousands of points in a very small area, and
large distances can lead to very few candidate points and thus a sparsely populated scene.
To allow for multiple sizes of vegetation to exist within the scene, vegetation propagation can
be done on multiple layers that allow for different approximations of simulated growth and spread
rates. This is typically done on multiple grids, which are combined afterword. Collisions between
plants must be handled through a competition model, which is typically resolved by the larger
plant killing off smaller vegetation in the same method typically leveraged for competition by other
random generation methods.
While random approximation models provide rapid solutions to the placement of vegetation,
features must be designed to appear, rather than being emergent from the underlying interactions
of the vegetation. Clustering is an example of a natural feature that requires special attention to
be captured by random models. Another example of a feature that is often not captured in these
random methods, is the concept of forest succession. Forest succession is the tendency of a forest
to cycle through four phases of forest growth [47]. These types of features are emergent from the
underlying interconnected processes that fuel plant and environment interactions. These processes
and relationships are hard to approximate with randomization.
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It is clear that in previous works, forest scene generation has traditionally focused on the rapid
creation of scenes that visually approximate real-world conditions. These methods, lack a robust
model of the resource competition that takes place as a forest progresses through each phase of
growth. This project proposes that leveraging models that allow for the simulation of a forested
environment that transitions through all four phases of forest development and keeps track of
resources available within the environment will result in a more robust scene generation technique.
The resulting simulation should better approximate real-world metrics associated with forests,
(e.g., basal area, number of trees by diameter) [4]. Ecologically accurate forest scenes are expected
to improve accuracy of predictions of UGV performance in off-road simulation environments. If
the forest scenes generated through an Ecological Model are a good representation of a forested
environment, it can be expected that a mobility analysis of UGV performance using the US Army’s
NRMM model on the generated scenes will provide similar SMG and GNG predictions for UGVs
operating in the generated forest environment in simulation.

2.2

Mobility Analysis
Mobility analysis is the attempt to understand when and where a vehicle can operate given a

scenario, vehicle characteristics, and environmental conditions. This type of analysis is necessary
for understanding the operational limits of a vehicle and how its design constrains what types of
scenarios it can successfully manage. “The NATO Reference Mobility Model (NRMM) is the
accepted international standard for modeling the mobility of ground combat and tactical vehicles”
[5]. The NRMM was designed and developed originally to assist with procurement of vehicles
by enabling the comparison of predicted performance of different vehicles in specific terrain
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scenarios [1, 49, 5, 41]. These predictions were used to help influence vehicle design, and ensure
vehicles going through the procurement processes were thoroughly vetted [49, 41]. Since its
initial development, NRMM has undergone several iterations to improve its implementation and
increase its reliability [49, 5, 41]. Over time, with the addition of these improvements, confidence
in the model has grown and NRMM has been used in ways beyond its intended purpose such as
operational planning support [49, 5, 41].
NRMM has been used for many years as a utility for predicting ground vehicle mobility [5]. It
has endured many years of scrutiny, and its limitations have been well studied [5, 41]. It is considered within the field of mobility analysis to quantify ground vehicle mobility comprehensively and
realistically [41, 5]. The limitations associated with NRMM are outlined by the Next-Generation
NRMM effort, which seeks to expand the usability of NRMM by leveraging modern modeling
and simulation techniques [5, 41]. These limitations include: Lack of modern multibody dynamic
modeling and simulation, Absence of turning performance, lateral vehicle dynamics, and reliance
on empirical performance data [5, 41]. While there have been efforts to replace NRMM, to date
the NG-NRMM effort has not been completed because of the immense complications of moving
from a semi -empirical model to a modern stochastic simulation environment.

2.3

Verification, Validation and Accreditation (VV&A)
Since simulation will be leveraged to investigate the effects of an ecological simulation on

the mobility of UGVs in a forested environment, it is important to understand how simulation
goes through the process of Verification, Validation and Accreditation (VV&A). Typically, it is
considered cost and time prohibitive to determine if any simulation environment is completely
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valid for all its potential use cases [54]. Many modern simulation environments have reached
significant levels of complexity such that absolute validation is considered to be impossible [65, 17].
Instead, simulations are typically validated using a variety of techniques that cumulatively provide
increased confidence in the simulation environment [54, 51]. This technique does not mean that
the simulation environment is completely infallible; it is possible that there are invalid parts of a
simulation environment for specific components. Additionally, individual validation of components
does not necessarily lead to overall validity within the entire simulation environment [17].
When it is deemed necessary to put a simulation environment or model through the process of
VV&A, there are four basic approaches that can be taken: (1) development team validation, (2)
user team validation, (3) third party validation, and (4) scoring validation [54]. In development
team validation, the person or persons involved in the development of the simulation environment
or model leverage several techniques to improve confidence in the simulation environment or model
[54]. In the user team validation, the end user that is leveraging the model will use several techniques
to improve confidence in the simulation environment or model [54]. In third party validation, an
individual or person not associated with the development or use of a simulation environment or
model uses several techniques to improve confidence in the simulation environment or model
[54]. Finally, in the scoring validation, set weights are assigned to specific components within
a simulation environment or model and a passing score is set as a threshold for validation [54].
Sargent suggests that scoring validations should be avoided since validation is typically subjective
to the requirements of the user, and typically require that user’s input. It is difficult to capture
appropriate scoring thresholds for simulation environments and models in an empirical way.
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Once an approach has been determined, there are a wide range of techniques that can be
leveraged to increase the overall confidence in a simulation environment or model validation.
These techniques by [54] are outlined in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Sargents’ techinques for validation [54]
Technique

Description

Animation

Behavior is displayed graphically as the model moves through time

Comparison

Outputs are compared to other valid models

Degenerate Tests

The degeneracy of the model is tested by variable input

Event Validity

Event occurrences match those of real-world events to see if similar

Extreme-Condition

Outputs are plausible for extreme and unlikely factors

testing
Face Validity
Historical

Knowledgeable individuals are asked if behavior is reasonable
Data

Uses historical data to build then test on a subset

Validation
Three methods: rationalism, empiricism, positive economics.
Rationalism – assumptions in model are clearly state and readily
accepted
Historical Methods

Empiricism – Every assumption and outcome can be empirically
validated
Positive Economics – Models outcomes are correct without concern
for models’assumptions or structure
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Table 2.1 (continued): Sargents’ techinques for validation [54]
Internal Validity

Several replications of a stochastic model are made, used to determine
variability

Multistage Valida-

Combines historical methods for validation. Consists of developing

tion

the models’ assumptions on theory, observations and general knowledge, validation models assumptions where possible by empirically
testing them, comparing the input-output relationship to a real system

Operational Graph-

Dynamic behaviors of performance indicators are displayed as the

ics

model runs to ensure correct behavior.

Parameter Variabil-

Changes values of input and parameters to test sensitivity

ity
Predictive Valida-

Model is used to forecast a behavior, then compared to real behavior

tion
Traces

Logic is followed through the system to determine if its logical

Turing Tests

Knowledgeable individuals can be asked to discriminate between
outputs and real data

When determining the operational validity of a simulation environment or a model, any of these
techniques may be leveraged. Hypothesis testing is a common method used to compare means,
variance, distributions, and time series of a model in each set of conditions. These comparisons
are used to determine if a model falls within a range of acceptable accuracy. Finally, when it comes
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to US Military purposes, accreditation is the official acceptance of a model or simulation for a
defined application [53]. This is typically done using the third-party validation technique.

2.4

NRMM
The NRMM was designed, developed, and tested by the US Army and is maintained by the

Engineer Research and Development Center (ERDC) [5]. The NRMM was first created in the
1970s and has undergone multiple revisions. The model is based on empirical field observations
and measurements. NRMM is a collection of modeling tools that include obstacle crossing and
ride pre-processor tasks which feed into a prediction model.
NRMM consists of several modules which each account for specific ground mobility performance. Many of these modules have been developed using scientific and field studies. A
comprehensive study was conducted of the NRMM in its earliest form as the AMC-71 Mobility
model, prior to its adoption as a standard for NATO, and its subsequent rebranding. Predictive
Validation was conducted on AMC-71 [55] and was found to be accurate about 70% of the time
[13]. The model was then refined based on the results of this validation study and in 1974 AMC-74
was released [13]. AMC-74 was adopted by NATO and rebranded as the NRMM. In this new version, modifications were made to address major concerns identified in AMC-71 by [55]. Of these
findings, it was determined that single tree override predictions were acceptable when compared
to real world data [55]. However, maneuvering around vegetation proved to be a poor predictor
of vehicle mobility in AMC-71 (Schreiner). In AMC-74, the vegetation maneuverability modules
were replaced to improve the prediction of vehicle mobility when navigating vegetation [32]. In
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1992, NRMM II was released and included changes that focused on improving prediction accuracy
through the inclusion of new soil criteria [1, 13].
Since the model has been adopted as a NATO standard since 1978, all modifications to the
model had to be approved by the Technical Management Committee (TMC), which was formed
in 1978 [13]. All modifications made to NRMM when updating it in 1992 were approved by
the TMC [13]. The creation and adoption of an oversight committee combined with the early
work to provide predictive validity provide increased confidence in the models’ applicability to
the mobility predictions. Finally, given the review of the updated model by the TMC, and its
subsequent adoption, NRMM was accredited as the mobility prediction tool for the US Army.

Figure 2.1: NRMM simplified structure
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NRMM considers multiple factors when calculating a predicted SMG for each terrain unit (TU).
Some of these factors include driver comfort, vegetation override, vegetation maneuverability, and
surface properties of the environment. Driver comfort is input into the controller module as a
limiting factor for how fast a vehicle can go given shock considerations for override of vegetation,
as well as visibility considerations for the operator. Surface properties are listed for each TU in
the form of Soil strength as RCI values and USCS soil types. The vegetation override is computed
by using a tractive force curve for the specific vehicle being tested. Each vehicle will have its own
unique tractive force curve. For each vegetation class, a resistance force is calculated using the
following formula [32]:

𝐹𝑣𝑖+1 = 12𝑤 𝑣 100

𝑖
∑︁

3
𝑑 𝑗 𝑑𝑣𝑖

(2.1)

𝑗=1

where:
𝐹𝑣𝑖+1 is the average force to override all vegetation in class i and smaller
𝑤 𝑣 is the vehicle width in inches
𝑑 𝑗 is the vegetation density for each class in 1/𝑖𝑛2
𝑑𝑣𝑖 is the diameter of the average stem in the stem diameter class in inches

This calculated resistance force is compared to the tractive force curve for the vehicle (Figure
2.2) to determine the maximum speed the vehicle can achieve while overriding stems within that
class. This predicted speed in considered the vehicles "straight-line" vehicle peformance because
it predicts how fast the vehicle can operate in the environment, without taking time to maneuver
through vegetation.
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Figure 2.2: Tractive force curve for MRZR D4

When determining the speed, the vehicle can achieve while maneuvering around vegetation,
NRMM leverages a lookup chart. The lookup chart for wheeled vehicles is shown in Figure 2.3
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Figure 2.3: Maneuver chart for wheeled vehicles

The total area denied by each vegetation class is calculated using the following formulas [32] :
First the density of the stems in each diameter class are determined.

#
"
1
4 1
𝑑𝑖 = ( ) 2 − 2
𝜋 𝑠𝑖
𝑠𝑖+1

𝑖 = 1, ..., 𝑁 𝐼 − 1

where:
𝑑𝑖 is the density of stems in stem diameter class i in 1/𝑖𝑛2
𝑠𝑖 is the average spacing of stems in stem diameter classes i, i+1,...NI in inches
𝑁 𝐼 is the number of stem diameter classes

Next, the percent area denied by each vegetation class is calculated.
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where:
𝑑𝑖 is the density of stems in stem diameter class i in 1/𝑖𝑛2
𝑑𝑠𝑖 diameter of stems in stem diameter class i in inches
𝑑𝑣𝑖 diameter of stems in stem diameter class j in inches
𝑠𝑖 is the average spacing of stems in stem diameter classes i, i+1,...NI in inches
𝑁 𝐼 is the number of stem diameter classes
𝑊𝑣𝑒 is the vehicle width in inches

The results of each of these predicted speeds are compared to determine which method of
navigation leads to the fastest overall performance of the vehicle (override or maneuver). Speed
can be further limited by driver considerations (driver comfort, visibility) and soil conditions (soil
strength).

2.5

MAVS
Fully validating a simulation environment for a UGV is time consuming, difficult, and likely can

never result in 100% confidence in the entire system [17]. Some limited VV&A has been completed
on individual components of MAVS. Within MAVS, specific sensors have been validated by the
development team using one of several techniques described by [54]. For the Lidar sensor, historical
data validation has been completed for scenes that are clear [28] or raining [26]. For dusty scenes,
the comparison to other valid models was used to validate Lidar returns produced in [29]. For the
camera sensor, the comparison to another valid model technique has been completed for scenes
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using various times of day and haze. This was done by comparing generated camera images to
those produced in [33]. For the vehicle terrain interaction (VTI) model in MAVS, a historical data
validation has been completed for soft soils [31] by comparing outputs to published and accepted
data [52, 2]. For paved-dry, paved-wet, and ice/snow surfaces, MAVS leverages the Pacejka model,
which is a widely used model within the field of VTI modeling, and can be considered to have
face validity given its wide adoption among VTI research [59]. For coarse-grained soil, the VTI
model leverages the historical data validation technique by using data published by [38, 39, 68].
For fine-grained soils, the VTI model output is compared to historical data from [14]. For lateral
traction force, MAVS leverages the Crolla model, which can be considered to have face validity,
due to its acceptance and use within the VTI community [46].
While not all components of MAVS are fully validated, as a system, it has been widely used to
answer questions related to UGV simulation across a multitude of conditions and directly used in
at least 18 publications [28, 26, 34, 30, 35, 7, 12, 27, 42, 26, 57, 56, 3, 25, 19, 22, 58, 70]. Due
to its significant use as a UGV simulation platform it can be considered to have face validity using
the definition previously outlined by [54].
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Within MAVS, the acceleration of the vehicle is determined at each time step by the RP3D
physics engine solving the following equation:

𝑎 = 𝑎0 +

𝑑𝑡 ( 𝑓𝑡 − 𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 )
𝑚

(2.4)

where:
𝑎 is the new acceleration of the vehicle
𝑎 0 is the current acceleration of the vehicle
𝑓𝑡 is the current force of the vehicle motion
𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the force imparted on the vehicle from a collision

When a vehicle collides with an object (such as a tree), 𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 increases to the resistance force
of the object the vehicle is colliding with. This collision will result in a deacceleration that is fed
into the velocity calculation:

𝑣 = 𝑣 0 + 𝑑𝑡 𝑎
where:
𝑣 is the new velocity of the vehicle
𝑣 0 is the current velocity of the vehicle
𝑎 is the acceleration of the vehicle
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(2.5)

]

Figure 2.4: Discrete collision model in MAVS

The purpose of the research is to improve the prediction of ground vehicle mobility in forested
environments in simulation by increasing the realism of virtual forest environments using an
Ecological Model of plant growth. In this study, the validity of the ecological environment model
will be assessed by the development team using historical data validation and comparison to another
validated model.
Historical data validation will be achieved by comparing the output of the ecological environment model to published historical data on the density, number of long-leaf pines in real forest
stands and natural thinning rates. This comparison will provide confidence in the ability of the
model to produce forests that have characteristics that are appropriate for a long-leaf pine forest.
While this technique validates the Ecological Model from a component standpoint, it does not
address the primary purpose of the research: improving mobility predictions in simulation.
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As described in [17], individual component validation does not necessarily ensure total system
validation. Given our objective to improve mobility predictions in simulation, validation should
focus on the effect of the Ecological Model’s environments on mobility predictions in simulation.
While it may be preferable to use a predictive validation approach to directly compare the
predicted mobility to real-world performance, as noted by [54], this approach is cost and time
prohibitive. The Ecological Model generates a realistic distribution of plants but does not create
a digital twin of a known environment. A predictive validation would require many repetitive
physical and simulated tests in potentially hundreds of acres of forested environments to generate
statistical distributions of vehicle performance in real-world and virtual scenarios that could be
compared. Since it is impractical to collect a sufficiently large amount of real-world data, per
Sargent (2013), we should compare the results of our simulations to another accepted vehicle
mobility model.
Therefore, a comparison to another validated model for mobility predictions is necessary to
determine if the inclusion of an Ecological Model for forest growth results in good vehicle mobility
predictions in a simulated forest environment. While MAVS has achieved some level of validation,
NRMM has a long history of use and is accredited by the U.S. Army as a mobility prediction
model. Predictions of vehicle mobility for environments created using Ecological Models will be
compared to predictions made by the NRMM models. If the output from the simulation matches
the predicted SMG values from NRMM, using the principles of validation put forth by [54], it
can be said that the Ecological Model would be a validated method of forest generation, since
its predicted vehicle mobility performance matches the validated gold standard vehicle mobility
model (NRMM).
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CHAPTER III
MODEL DEVELOPMENT

For this research, two scene generation methods were evaluated. First, an ecological model was
implemented that builds on growth principles of vegetation and takes into consideration soil pH, soil
type, temperature, humidity, water, and light. Second, the random distribution model described by
[15] that previously integrated with MAVS by its development team, was used to produce randomly
distributed forest scenes using publicly available data for specified input parameters.

3.1

Ecological Model
Several ecological processes must be modeled and implemented to allow for the simulation of

an ecologically accurate scene. Ecological models were developed to increase the realism of the
placement and scale of vegetation within the environment. Models include a weather model, an
evapotranspiration model, a shading model, a growth model, a plant model, and a species model.
All these models and their interactions are managed through an ecological simulation manager.

3.1.1

Simulation Manager

Every model implemented within the procedural forest generation system is managed via the
simulation manager. The job of the simulation manager is to keep track of the world data in the
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form of a series of grids and lookup tables. The simulation manager controls the timestep of the
ecological simulation as it executes.

Figure 3.1: Flow of the simulation manager

3.1.2

Tree Definition

Every tree within the scene has a plant definition that keeps track of information related to
its growth throughout its life within the simulation. Every tree belongs to the plant class, which
inherets from the species class. Multiple species can exist within a mixed forest environment, but
each plant can only belong to a single species. The details of the plant class are discussed in section
3.1.3, and the details of the species class are discussed in section 3.1.4.
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Figure 3.2: Species and Plant Relationship

3.1.3

Plant Class

Every plant in the simulation belongs to the plant class. The plant class keeps track of several
different variables that affect all plants within the ecological simulation. Each plant is assigned a
species class which can vary widely. The species class is explored in detail in the next section.
Within the plant class the current life stage and time in that life stage is tracked. Additionally, the
plant keeps track of its height, radius, species growth rate, unique ID, crown radius, age, cells it
occupies, the max number of carbs it can produce in a day, the current carbs it needs per day, the
amount of water it needs, its leafing stage, and its current seeding status.
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Each plant keeps track of its current life stage. The number of stages a plant goes through and
how long they last are determined by the plant’s species. Most plants have a seed, seedling, young
tree, adolescent tree, adult tree, and ancient tree stage. Each of these stages determine if a plant
can leaf and seed. Not every species produces leaves and seeds at the same life stage.
In addition to life stages, each plant cycles through a yearly set of phases. These phases include
dormancy, maintenance, leafing, and fruiting/seeding. Each of the phases changes the amount
of energy that the plant needs to consume daily to survive and grow. During the leafing and
fruiting/seeding phases, the number of carbs a plant needs increases. During these phases, each
plant needs 75% of the carbs that it would produce under ideal conditions. A plant becomes
dormant following the first frost date of the environment. The plant will remain dormant until the
last frost date of the environment. During dormancy, plants only need a small amount of energy
to survive - only 5% of the carbs it would produce under its most ideal growth. The final phase
a plant can be in is maintenance. For most of the year, a plant was in this phase. This phase is
when the plant is producing energy to grow and store away for dormancy, fruiting/seeding and for
when there is increased competition in the environment. During this maintenance phase, a plant
needs 60% of the carbs that it would produce under its most ideal growth. During growth, when a
plant produces more carbs than it needs for its given phase, the excess energy is stored in the plant
(stored = produced – needed). When a plant produces less carbs than it needs for a given timestep,
it must pull from this reserve. At any point, should a plant require more carbs than are available to
it (produced + reserve) it will die. The effect that environmental factors have on how many carbs
a plant produces on a given timestep are accounted for in the percent growth equation 3.1 and the
carb production equation 3.3.
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3.1.4

Species Class

Each plant was assigned a species class. The plant’s species defines a series of parameters that
contribute to its overall growth model. This allows for individual species to be defined within the
model and behave independent of other species. The species class keeps tracks of factors such
as distributions of maximum canopy spread, height to diameter ratios, number of seeds produced,
shade tolerance, water tolerance, soil type tolerance, and soil pH tolerance.

3.1.5

Soil Model

A simple soil model was implemented that allows for different soil types and soil Ph values.
This information is stored in an array corresponding to the 2D grid on the terrain. For each cell
on the grid, the soil Ph and the soil type can be queried. This information is leveraged by the
evapotranspiration model to determine saturation levels by USDA soil types, and by the Plant
model to determine which species thrive in each cell.
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Figure 3.3: Evapotranspiration model based on [61]

3.1.6

Evapotranspiration Model

The subsurface of an environment plays an important role in both the location and type of plants
an environment can support. To generate realistic scenes for an environment, an accurate model
of how water is distributed through the environment is necessary. Soil erosion and soil moisture
are influenced by the weather that occurs within an environment. An evapotranspiration model
based on [61] was used for this project. This model uses weather data to add water to the scene and
then simulate the flow of water under the surface of the scene. Evapotranspiration and runoff from
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precipitation is modeled, and catchments appropriately assigned on a grid. This model keeps track
of each grid cell within the scene and stores USDA soil type, moisture content, vegetation density,
slope, and height above sea-level. Water consumed by vegetation is removed from the moisture
content of each cell.

3.1.6.1

Weather Model

Figure 3.4: Weather Model UML

The ecological simulation makes use of a simple weather model. Every plant needs a specific
amount of water to survive in each environment. The soil however can only hold so much water.
The water that is present within the soil is determined by the evapotranspiration model described
in the following section . The evapotranspiration model requires rainfall amount, temperature, and
humidity of a given day. A simple model based on input of historical data will suffice for the test
environments. Average annual rainfall and humidity was used. Each generated environment with
the ecological model for this project leveraged the same yearly data.
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3.1.7

Shading Model

A shading model was implemented to calculate the amount of shading that each plant in the
scene receives. Shading was calculated using a grid method to approximate the percentage of a tree
that is shaded, allowing for partial shading to occur. A cell is considered shaded for a particular
plant if it is not the largest plant within that cell. The simulation manager keeps track of the plants
that are in each cell of the grid, as well as the largest plant in each grid. Each plant keeps track of
the number of cells it exists within, as well as how many of those cells it is shaded in. Once the
Plant Growth model runs the percentage of the number of cells shaded out of the total is calculated
to determine a plant shading value.
Consider two trees (A and B) in an environment (See Figure 3.5). Tree A exists within four
cells, and Tree B within nine. Tree A and B overlap in the red cell. Since tree B is larger and taller
than tree A, this cell would be considered shaded for Tree A, but not Tree B. The result of this
would be that Tree B gets 100% (9 / 9 cells unshaded) of the light and tree A gets 75% (3 out of 4
cells unshaded) of the available light.
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Figure 3.5: Tree B, larger and taller than tree A, partially blocks light available to tree A
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3.1.8

Plant Growth Model

Figure 3.6: Overview of Plant Growth Model for each plant at each timestep

A plant growth model was implemented that considers the soil Ph, soil type, water intake, and
shading of each plant to determine a growth percentage. This growth percentage was applied to
each plant’s growth curve, which is an ideal yearly change in height, based on published data on
trees of the same species [6]. The growth curve’s function values for this research for the trees
was retrieved from [6]. The ideal height for each tree was calculated at each time step. The total
potential growth was the difference between the current time step and the previous ideal maximum
growth. If a plant receives 100% of its growth value, that means that on that specific timestep, it
received everything it needed to grow under ideal circumstances. Each plant species has its own
growth rate and maximum height, based on published data for the species model of that plant.
During creation of the plant object, a distribution function was used to allow for variations in
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the heights of the final plants, even if grown under ideal circumstances, to account for genetic
variability. Growthr = Normal distribution of the species growth rate in meters per day.
To determine how many carbs are produced by a plant, the growth percent must first be
calculated based on the plants shading, water, and soil properties.

𝐺 𝑝 = (𝑆𝑡 𝑝 × 𝑆) + (𝑊𝑡 𝑝 × 𝑊) + (𝑆𝐿 𝑡 𝑝 × 𝑆𝐿) + (𝑃𝑡 𝑝 × 𝑃)

(3.1)

where:
𝐺 𝑝 is the growth percentage
𝑆𝑡 𝑝 is the shade tolerance percent
𝑆 is the amount of shade received
𝑊𝑡 𝑝 is the water tolerance percent
𝑊 is the amount of water received
𝑆𝐿 𝑡 𝑝 is if the soil tolerance percent
𝑆𝐿 is if the plant has the right kind of soil
𝑃𝑡 𝑝 is the pH tolerance percent
𝑃 is if the plant has the right kind of pH
This growth percent is used to determine two things; the amount of carbs that the plant
produced and the new height of the plant. The number of carbs the plant can produce under ideal
circumstances is based on its species.
𝑃 𝑝 = 𝐶 ℎ × 𝑆𝑖
where:
𝑃 𝑝 is the peak production of carbs
𝐶ℎ is the current height
𝑆𝑖 is the ideal carb production for the species
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(3.2)

This peak production under ideal circumstances is used to determine how many carbs were
produced by the plant given its growth percent.

𝑃𝑐 = 𝐺 𝑝 × 𝑃 𝑝

(3.3)

where:
𝑃𝑐 is the produced carbs
𝐺 𝑝 is the growth percentage
𝑃 𝑝 is the Peak production of carbs

If the produced carb count is less than the number of carbs needed by the plant at its given
phase, the deficit must be accounted for with stored energy. If the plant has no stored energy to
make up a deficit it dies. If enough carbs are available to the plant to survive, the growth percent
is used to calculate a new plant height by adding the previous plant height to the percentage of the
ideal growth rate the plant achieved.
𝐻 = 𝑃ℎ + 𝐺 𝑟 × 𝐺 𝑝

where:
𝐻 is new height of the plant
𝑃 ℎ is the previous height of the plant
𝐺 𝑟 is the growth rate of the plant
𝐺 𝑝 is the growth percentage
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(3.4)

3.2

Random Model
When generating large scenes, the approach for creating fast and simple environments is to

randomly select locations for vegetation to be placed. This is often done using a random function
that selects a set number of coordinate points within a two-dimensional grid projected onto the
surface of the environment. This method allows for a wide variety of scenes to be quickly generated
without taking into consideration the underlying environment factors. Within MAVS, a random
scene generation algorithm is included. This algorithm is based on a widely used algorithm
in computer vision [15]. This algorithm was already implemented by the MAVS development
team and was leveraged for generating the random scenes for this research. As inputs, the scene
generation algorithm takes parameters for the density of the forest, the yearly growth rate, and the
maximum height. For this environment generation task, a longleaf pine forest was generated. Based
on [64] a density of 400 trees per acre was selected for the algorithm since 400 trees per acre is the
recommended planting density when attempting to grow a longleaf pine forest for environmental
rehabilitation purposes. While vegetation does not strictly follow a linear growth curve, the random
models’ implementation within MAVS uses one. Thus, two different annual growth rates were
used for the random model to accurately capture the range of growth in a justifiable way. The
average annual growth rate of a longleaf pine is between 0.3m per year and 0.6m per year [23].
Additionally, to understand the effects of growth on the model, an unrealistic growth rate of 1.2m
per year was also tested . The overall size of the environments was restricted to one acre.
The research question for this project is to determine Which environment generation model
(ecological vs random) improves the accuracy of simulated UGV mobility performance. To
accomplish this, each forest environment generation model must produce environments that can be
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evaluated to compare the validity of the environment and used to predict mobility and performance
of a vehicle in that environment. To predict vehicle performance, two methods was used. First the
NRMM was used to predict SMG and GNG values for a vehicle in each environment. Second,
a simulated vehicle attempted to autonomously drive through each simulated environment, and
report back average speed and success of traversing the environment (equivalent to SMG and
GNG).

Figure 3.7: Overview of project flow

3.3

Analytical – NRMM
For predicting vehicle performance, this research leveraged the NATO Reference Mobility

Model (NRMM ). As a reminder, the NRMM was designed, developed, and tested by the US
Army and is maintained by the Engineer Research and Development Center (ERDC) [5]. The
NRMM was first created in the 1970s and has undergone multiple revisions. The model is based
on empirical field observations and measurements.
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NRMM is a collection of modeling tools that include obstacle crossing and ride pre-processor
tasks that feed into a prediction model. The pre-processing tasks were implemented to reduce
the overall computation needs of the simulation. NRMM considers obstacle override, obstacle
avoidance, vegetation override, powertrain performance, vehicle/surface interface, slope effects,
ride dynamics, visibility, tire constraints, road curvature, and braking. The model uses a simple
bicycle model for steering. Speed predictions are made using a steady state speed, without
acceleration within a terrain unit and is determined based on a tractive force vs speed curve
(Equation 2.1). The tractive force vs. speed curve represents a curve that predicts the maximum
possible vehicle speed achievable, while a vehicle is under a constant force. It is noted that the
model does not consider certain soil issues such as rocks or the overall impact of vegetation.
The Terrain input file outlines the real-world conditions of a terrain unit within NRMM. The
simulation can handle multiple terrain units. Terrain units have no pre-defined size but are instead
defined by their characteristics. Information such as soil type, soil strength, vegetation density is
characterized by the many variables that are defined in the terrain input file. For defining vegetation,
NRMM requires the average stem spacing for eight classes of vegetation, broken down by stem
diameter. These eight classes are shown in table 3.1.
The vehicle input file outlines the mechanical description of a vehicle within NRMM. Accurately
defining the vehicle within the vehicle input file is critical to ensuring that NRMM produces the
best possible estimations of performance across terrain units.
The scenario input file outlines conditions that exist within the terrain unit, as well as limitations
deemed acceptable by the vehicle operator. The scenario input file changes limiting factors such
as the maximum deceleration a driver will accept, and the driver’s reaction time.
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Table 3.1: NRMM Vegetation Class Definition
Class

Definition

Class 1

All stems of diameter >0.00 inches

Class 2

All stems of diameter >0.98 inches

Class 3

All stems of diameter >2.36 inches

Class 4

All stems of diameter >3.94 inches

Class 5

All stems of diameter >5.51 inches

Class 6

All stems of diameter >7.09 inches

Class 7

All stems of diameter >8.66 inches

Class 8

All stems of diameter >8.94 inches

NRMM outputs a prediction file that describes the terrain unit speed and limiting factors. It
predicts tire pressure/deflation for best speed, transmission range for the best speed, the omnidirectional speed for the unit, the best speed prediction for each direction of travel, a reason for GNG
in each direction of travel. It also outputs a statistics file, which breaks down the limiting reasons
associated with the speed and no-go predictions by direction of travel. It also contains the speed
curve data charts and outputs a cumulative speeds file.

3.4

Simulation - MAVS
The Mississippi State University Autonomous Vehicle Simulation Library (MAVS)was used for

simulating vehicle performance. MAVS is designed for simulation of off-road, autonomous ground
vehicles. MAVS is designed with the intent of providing high fidelity simulation capabilities that
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leverage realistic physics models of sensors such as LiDAR, Camera, GPS, Radar, and inertial
measurement unit (IMU). For ray tracing, MAVS is built using Intel’s Embree platform [11].
MAVS leverages a vehicle-terrain interaction model and a multibody dynamics representation of
vehicles [43]. MAVS can run simulations in a desktop environment, but scales to High Performance
Computing platforms. MAVS runs on both Windows and Linux. MAVS provides a close integration
with the Robot Operating System (ROS) that allows for vehicles to be controlled through any
autonomy packages available to the user.
MAVS scenes are defined in a custom JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) file. In this JSON
file, the terrain is defined based on OBJ objects that produce a heightmap for the ground. Objects
are placed on this terrain through instancing. Object instances are listed in terms of coordinates,
orientation, and scale for each object.
Vehicles in MAVS are defined using a JSON file. In this JSON file, RP3D vehicle dynamics
model parameters are listed. These parameters include the chassis spring mass, center of gravity,
and dimensions. For the powertrain the drive ratio, engine torque, engine rpm, braking torque, and
idle rpm must be specified. Each of the axles are defined with spring and tire parameters. A mesh
OBJ file, with its rotation, scale, and initial pose is provided.
A MAVS vehicle can be operated through two different methods. The first method is a builtin waypoint follower that uses a pure pursuit algorithm to navigate through a series of defined
waypoints. The second method is to leverage the ROS integration built into MAVS. To do this, a
navigation software stack can be run in parallel that provides the simulated vehicle in MAVS with
steering and throttle commands to execute.
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Output from the MAVS simulation are customizable by the user. Each simulation has a custom
simulation manager node that must be written. In this node, outputs can be defined. Example
outputs for a MAVS simulation include camera images, annotated camera images, PCD lidar files,
annotated PCD lidar files, start time, stop time, distance traveled, number of collisions, etc.

3.5

Summary
In summary, this chapter outlines the implementation of the Ecological Model. A detailed

breakdown of how the Ecological Model works is provided. The definition of the vegetation is
explored in 3.1.2, 3.1.3, 3.1.4. The soil model consideration are detailed in 3.1.5. The evapotranspiration model and the weather component of that model are explored in 3.1.6 and 3.1.6.1. The
shading modeling and its effects are explored in 3.1.7. Finally, the growth formula used on each
timestep is broken down into detailed equations in 3.1.8.
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CHAPTER IV
EVALUATIONS

Following the implementation of the Ecological environment generation model, several output
files were generated using each model. Both models (Ecological and Random) were used to create
forests that were one Acre (64m x 64m) in size. Both models were used to generate forests of
longleaf pine trees. The forest environment will be limited to only this species of plant to ensure
that the plant description models matched in each simulation. 50 scenes were generated by the
ecological and random model for six basal area categories (30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80). These basal
areas were chosen since they represent basal areas commonly observed for longleaf pine forests
[21]. Stem spacing was calculated for each scene and used to define a matching NRMM scene file.
This results in approximately 200 scenes per basal area (150 random (50 at 0.3m per year, 50 at
0.6m per year, 50 at 1.2m per year), 50 ecological ) for a total of 1200 scenes (200 scenes for each
of the six basal areas) which were also used as input to MAVS and NRMM to predict SMG and
GNG.
An NRMM analysis was performed using a Polaris MRZR NRMM vehicle file on each terrain
unit file that matches each generated forest environment. NRMM approximated the best SMG
prediction value for a vehicle crossing a given vegetation. This prediction was the result of several
factors. To limit compounding factors and provide the best vehicle mobility analysis based only on
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vegetation override factors, several considerations within NRMM were specifically excluded from
these tests. First, the soil type in NRMM was set to be USCS type CH (Clay High Plasticity) with
a Remolding Cone Index (RCI) (the standard metric for bearing capacity of a soil) of 200. Field
of view limitations for an operator were disabled under the assumption that the UGV is operating
in these scenarios with a perfect perception of its environment. Finally, operator discomfort levels
where removed such that speed would not be limited by an operator’s comfortability since this is
assumed to be an unmanned vehicle in this scenario.
The simulation platform leveraged to perform the simulation tests of the Polaris MRZR was
MAVS. Scenes matching those runs in NRMM were loaded into MAVS. Once loaded into MAVS,
each scene was tiled to provide 2000m of drivable forest. This enabled each run to coverage over
the drive to a steady state speed through each scene. MAVS simulations were conducted on a
workstation with Dual Intel Xeon Platinum 8260 24-core 2.4 GHz CPU’s, 128GB of memory and
a Quadro RTX 4000. All 48 cores were leveraged to run scenes in parallel. Each scene was loaded
into MAVS for simulation and two types of simulations were performed: a straight-line test and a
maneuver test.
To mimic vegetation override considerations within NRMM, straight line tests were conducted
independently. Ten random locations were selected in line with the forested scene to sample the
ability of the vehicle to brute force override vegetation through the environment. The Polaris
MRZR vehicle was placed in the scene 100m from the start of the forest. The vehicle controller
was instructed to operate the vehicle at full speed in a straight-line. Once the vehicle entered the
forest, with the simulation running at 100Hz, at each timestep the vehicles current velocity and
total number of collisions broken down by vegetation class was recorded. The vehicle could drive
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until it had enough resistance to stop it, or 60 seconds, whichever came first. If the vehicle was not
stopped by the vegetation resistance, the last 20 seconds of the simulation was used to calculate
the average steady state speed of the vehicle. Once all ten iterations of the drive completed, any
run that resulted in a stopped vehicle was considered a No/Go. Any run that reached a steady state
velocity was used to calculate and average velocity across any Go scenarios. No/Go iterations were
not included in the calculation of the average steady state speed for each scene.
To mimic vegetation maneuvering considerations within NRMM, maneuver tests were conducted independently. Ten random locations where selected in line with the forested scene to
sample the ability of the vehicle to navigate through the environment. Within MAVS, the A* algorithm was leveraged to find the ideal path through each scene that resulted in the lowest amount
of vegetation resistance. The Polaris MRZR vehicle was placed in the scene 100m from the start
of the forest. The vehicle controller was provided with the A* ideal path through the environment,
and using the built-in pure pursuit algorithm, attempted to follow the ideal path to the best of the
vehicle’s ability. Once the vehicle entered the forest, with the simulation running at 100Hz, at each
timestep the vehicle’s current velocity and total number of collisions broken down by vegetation
class was recorded. The vehicle could drive until it had enough resistance to stop it, or 60 seconds,
whichever came first. If the vehicle was not stopped by the vegetation resistance, the last 20 seconds
of the simulation was used to calculate the average steady state speed of the vehicle. Once all
ten iterations of the drive completed, any run that resulted in a stopped vehicle was considered a
No/Go. Any run that reached a steady state velocity was used to calculate and average velocity
across any Go scenarios. No/Go iterations where not included in the calculation of the average
steady state speed for each scene.
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4.1

NRMM
NRMM was provided with the three files needed for conducting the experiments: a vehicle

file, a scenario input file, and an environmental file. For each run, the environmental file changed
while the scenario and vehicle files remained constant. These files were loaded into NRMM and
run to produce the outputs provided by NRMM. NRMM outputs a series of predicted SMG values.
It provided an omnidirectional SMG value known as VMAX, a SMG on any associated slopes, a
SMG on level terrain, a SMG on down slopes, and a SMG that considers human factors.
For each scene generation technique, the associated stem spacing for each NRMM class was
calculated. For each of these (600 total; 300 random, 300 ecological) a corresponding NRMM
environment terrain unit definition file will be generated (1200 total environmental files). This
resulted in a total of 600 SMG and GNG predictions from NRMM.

4.2

Vehicle definition
The vehicle used in this analysis was the Polaris MRZR-D4 (figure 4.1). The MRZR-D4 is a

4-Stroke three-cylinder turbo diesel with an automatic transmission. It has a curb weight of 2,100
lbs. Its ground clearance is 12 inches, with a wheelbase of 107 inches. Its overall length is 140
inches, width 59.5 inches, and height 73.8 inches (see figure 4.1). Its front and rear tires are 26 x
9 – 14.
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Figure 4.1: MRZR-D4

4.2.1

NRMM Vehicle

NRMM defines vehicles in three ways: its mechanical characteristics, its geometry, and its
inertial characteristics. Within NRMM, the vehicle was defined using the published technical
specifications of the vehicle [48]. Care was taken to ensure that the description of the vehicle for
NRMM was accurate to the published specifications.

4.2.2

MAVS Vehicle

Within MAVS, the vehicle was defined for use by MAV’s integrated R3PD physics system. The
MRZR-D4 comes standard with MAVS as a pre-defined vehicle JSON. This JSON description of
the vehicle was based on the published technical specifications of the vehicle [48].
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4.2.3

NRMM

Within NRMM, the driver model takes into consideration limiting tolerances for a human
operator. The driver was configurable to allow for different levels of driver tolerances. These
configurable factors included shock and vibration limits, driver motivation, and reaction time.
Since these simulations assume the vehicle in unmanned, these limitations were removed from
consideration as limiting factors for the vehicle’s speed.

4.2.4

MAVS

Within MAVS is a dedicated vehicle controller that can execute multiple types of control
commands for a vehicle. In the straight-line simulations, this vehicle controller was leveraged to
make the MRZR drive a straight-line through the environment until it either became immobile or
reached a steady state velocity. For the maneuver tests, the built-in MAVS pure pursuit controller
was leveraged to follow the pre-computed A* ideal path through the environment that minimized
vegetation resistances.

4.2.5

Assumptions

Several assumptions were made in the formulation of these simulations. First, within MAVS,
the vehicle for maneuver had perfect perception since the ideal path was pre-computed using
A*. This, however, did not always guarantee the pure pursuit algorithm could execute the precomputed plan with perfect accuracy. Second, within MAVS and NRMM, the vehicle was assumed
to be indestructible. This means that despite collisions with significant vegetation, the vehicle’s
performance did not degrade over time because of damage. Additionally, once the vehicle had
collided with vegetation and passed through it, the vegetation ceased to impact the performance
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of the vehicle. In essence, the trees evaporate once collided with, and did not fall onto other
vegetation, or cause the vehicle to “ride up” the trunk of a fallen tree. The latter two assumptions
(indestructible vehicle and tree collisions) were placed within the simulation because they matched
the formulation of assumptions built into NRMM. It is a known limitation that NRMM does not
consider fallen trees that collide with each other and result in compounded multibody resistance to
the vehicle that could hinder performance. To maintain a fair comparison, these assumptions were
carried over into MAVS.

4.2.6

NRMM vs. MAVS

NRMM and MAVS are formulated very differently. NRMM is a static analytical equation used
to make predictions about SMG, GNG, and traversability for vehicles. Vegetation spacing provided
for each class of vegetation was assumed to be uniformly distributed across the environment. This
is not always the case in real world environments. Additionally, it is a documented limitation that
the vegetation override is formulated for overriding individual trees, not multiple trees at once [55].
MAVS is a dynamic time-stepped physics-based simulation environment that computes discrete
collisions with individual and multiple objects. The result of these differences was that NRMM
considered all the vegetation in a scene when it was determining collision effects for both override
and maneuvering while MAVS only considered vegetation with which the vehicle collided. To
account for this difference in formulation, a continuous vegetation override function within MAVS
was used to better represent the limitations built into NRMM. This continuous vegetation override
function considered the average vegetation resistance forces across the entire 64m scene. For each
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simulation conducted, both the physics-based discrete model, and the continuous function were
simulated.

4.3

Summary
In summary, this chapter outlines the inputs provided to both MAVS and NRMM. The structure

of the experiments was detailed, with each component explained in detail. The assumptions
associated with both NRMM and MAVS are explored. Finally, the differences between NRMM
and MAVS are explored, and important limitations and considerations explored.
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CHAPTER V
RESULTS

The analyses performed focuses on the performance metrics over 1200 trials that were simulated
in MAVS and NRMM. Two scene generation techniques where used: Ecological and Random.
The Ecological scene generation modeled was used to generate 50 scenes for each target basal area
classes (BA 30, BA 40, BA 50, BA 60, BA 70, BA 80), for a total of 300 scenes. The Random
scene generation model was used to generate 50 scenes in each target basal area classes (BA 30, BA
40, BA 50, BA 60, BA 70, BA 80) using three different growth rate parameters (0.3m/yr, 0.6m/yr,
1.2m/yr). This resulted in 300 scenes per growth parameter, for a total of 900 random scenes. For
each scene (300 Ecological Model, 900 Random), a matching NRMM TU was generated using a
python script that determined average stem spacing for each generated scene. Each NRMM terrain
unit was run in NRMM using the Polaris MRZR D4 vehicle model. Each simulated NRMM
traversal resulted in a predicted SMG and a limiting factor. Traversals were then simulated using
the MAVS vegetation simulation.
In the MAVS vegetation simulation, a Polaris MRZR D4 started 100m away from the edge
of the forest and accelerated to max speed before entering the forest. The forest scene was tiled
along the X-axis to create a 2000m long environment to ensure a steady state speed was achieved.
The effects of a vegetation override on the vehicle were determined using two approaches for each
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scene, discrete collision detection and continuous resistance detection. In addition, simulations
were completed using two driver operating modes, straight-line and maneuver. Finally, each of
the simulated traversals were conducted 10 times with a random start position selected for each
run. This resulted in 24,000 straight line tests (1200 discrete x10 iterations, 1200 continuous
x10 iterations) and 24,000 maneuver tests (1200 discrete x10 iterations, 1200 continuous x10
iterations). Overall, 48,000 simulations were run in MAVS. Each simulated run reported the total
number of collisions with each type of vegetation class (Class 1 – 8) and the steady state speed
achieved. For each scene, an average speed across each scene was calculated based on recorded
speeds for runs that successfully traversed the scene without coming to a stop. Vehicle performance
in MAVS was compared to NRMM predictions based on the reported limiting factor code (override
or maneuver). If the SMG prediction from NRMM was based on override, speeds from MAVS
straight-line tests were used for the comparison. If the SMG prediction in NRMM was based on
maneuver, speeds from MAVS maneuver test were used for the comparison. The limiting factor
codes for each type of scene are shown in Table 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Limiting Factors
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5.1

Vehicle performance results
Across all scene generation methods (Random 0.3m/yr, 0.6m/yr, 1.2m/yr, Ecological Model),

the predicted vehicle performance was determined (Table 5.1a - 5.1f and Table 5.2a - 5.2f ) in
both NRMM and MAVS. The predicted performance in MAVS was determined by two different
methods of vegetation override, continuous and discrete. Each of the predicted performances were
broken down by the basal area of the scenes, and the primary vehicle mobility limitation was listed
for those scenes (straight-line or maneuver). This data is plotted in Figure 5.2 with discussions
provided in chapter VI.
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Table 5.1: Random (0.3m/yr) and Random (0.6m/yr) SMG predictions
(a) Random (0.3m/yr) in NRMM

(b) Random (0.6m/yr) in NRMM

Random (0.3m/yr)
BA

NRMM

SL

30

54.84

0.00

SL

40

54.82

SL

50

SL

Random (0.6m/yr)

STDEV

BA

NRMM

SL

30

54.59

0.18

0.05

SL

40

54.02

0.19

54.18

0.22

SL

50

53.15

0.39

60

53.12

0.33

SL

60

50.71

0.88

SL

70

51.63

0.76

SL

70

46.16

2.29

SL

80

50.13

0.78

SL

80

33.54

7.26

(c) Random (0.3m/yr) in MAVS Cont.

(d) Random (0.6m/yr) in MAVS Cont.

Random (0.3m/yr)
BA

MAVS Cont.

SL

30

54.87

0.14

SL

40

53.88

SL

50

SL

STDEV

Random (0.6m/yr)

STDEV

BA

MAVS Cont.

SL

30

54.00

0.11

0.15

SL

40

52.93

0.13

52.60

0.14

SL

50

51.52

0.28

60

51.32

0.41

SL

60

49.99

0.22

SL

70

49.92

0.18

SL

70

48.04

0.28

SL

80

48.79

0.18

SL

80

45.66

0.52

(e) Random (0.3m/yr) in MAVS Discrete

(f) Random (0.6m/yr) in MAVS Discrete

Random (0.3m/yr)
BA

MAVS Discrete

SL

30

56.24

0.14

SL

40

55.87

SL

50

SL

STDEV

Random (0.6m/yr)

STDEV

BA

MAVS Discrete

SL

30

55.83

0.22

0.17

SL

40

55.44

0.27

55.37

0.20

SL

50

54.85

0.35

60

54.84

0.33

SL

60

54.00

0.39

SL

70

54.20

0.36

SL

70

53.03

0.60

SL

80

53.71

0.30

SL

80

52.35

0.75
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STDEV

Table 5.2: Random (1.2m/yr) and Ecological SMG predictions
(b) Ecological in NRMM

(a) Random (1.2m/yr) in NRMM
Random (1.2m/yr)
BA

NRMM

SL

30

54.03

0.46

SL

40

52.39

SL(39)

60

Mn(11)

Ecological

STDEV

BA

NRMM

Mn

30

38.76

8.89

0.74

Mn

40

33.75

8.00

42.77

5.10

Mn

50

27.83

5.60

60

9.03

2.16

Mn

60

25.20

5.63

Mn

80

6.86

3.68

Mn

70

22.29

3.89

SL

80

52.35

0.75

Mn

80

20.39

4.32

(c) Random (1.2m/yr) in MAVS Cont.

(d) Ecological in MAVS Cont.

Random (1.2m/yr)
BA

MAVS Cont.

SL

30

53.40

0.42

SL

40

51.41

SL(39)

60

Mn(11)

STDEV

Ecological

STDEV

BA

MAVS Cont.

Mn

30

48.62

0.35

0.27

Mn

40

45.76

0.43

47.32

2.01

Mn

50

40.39

1.11

60

47.30

2.03

Mn

60

35.01

1.33

Mn

80

39.58

5.17

Mn

70

29.31

1.41

SL

80

52.35

0.75

Mn

80

13.82

7.68

(e) Random (1.2m/yr) in MAVS Discrete

(f) Ecological in MAVS Discrete

Random (1.2m/yr)
BA

MAVS Discrete

SL

30

56.24

0.14

SL

40

55.87

SL

50

SL

STDEV

Ecological

STDEV

BA

MAVS Discrete

Mn

30

55.06

1.03

0.17

Mn

40

54.38

1.78

55.37

0.20

Mn

50

53.96

1.75

60

54.84

0.33

Mn

60

53.79

1.43

SL

70

54.20

0.36

Mn

70

52.52

1.72

SL

80

53.71

0.30

Mn

80

52.22

1.79
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STDEV

(a) Random (0.3m/yr) SMG predictions

(b) Random (0.6m/yr) SMG predictions

(c) Random (1.2m/yr) SMG predictions

(d) Ecological Model SMG predictions

Figure 5.2: SMG prediction graphs
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5.2

NRMM Stem Space results
For NRMM, each scene was described by the average stem spacing broken down into classes

of vegetation. As the growth factor was increased for the random models, larger trees appeared in
the scene but stem spacing and number of trees did not match the ecological models.

(a) Random (0.3m/yr) Stem Spacing

(b) Random (0.6m/yr) Stem Spacing

(c) Random (1.2m/yr) Stem Spacing

(d) Ecological Model Stem Spacing

Figure 5.3: Stem Spacing Plots
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The variance in stem spacing was plotted in a box and whisker plot. In Figure 5.6, for the
random scene generation with 1.2 m/yr of growth, BA 50 and BA70 are missing because the scenes
were unable to converge to those targeted BA.
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Figure 5.4: Box and Whisker plot showing the average stem spacing by class for each basal area in Random model at 0.3m/yr of
growth
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Figure 5.5: Box and Whisker plot showing the average stem spacing by class for each basal area in Random model at 0.6m/yr of
growth
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Figure 5.6: Box and Whisker plot showing the average stem spacing by class for each basal area in Random model at 1.2m/yr of
growth
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Figure 5.7: Box and Whisker plot showing the average stem spacing by class for each basal area in Ecological Model
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5.3

Frequency distribution of vegetation sizes
For evaluating the thinning rate of each environment, the total number of trees across all scenes

of each basal area were counted and grouped by stem diameter. A negative exponential curve was
fit to this to determine how well the data conformed to a negative exponential trend.
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Figure 5.8: Thinning Curve for Random model at 0.3m/yr of growth
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Figure 5.9: Thinning Curve for Random model at 0.6m/yr of growth
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Figure 5.10: Thinning Curve for Random model at 1.2m/yr of growth
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Figure 5.11: Thinning Curve for Ecological Model
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5.4

Forest Images
Figures 5.12 - 5.23 show a side by side comparison of each target BA for the Ecological Model

and the Random Model at 0.3m/yr of growth. One acre of forest was grown for each of these scenes
to the targeted BA. A side-by-side comparison reveals the visual difference between the Ecological
and Random Models. The Ecological Model which has a wide range of different stem diameters,
approximating a negative exponential curve, results in a scene with a diverse set of vegetation sizes.
The Random Model at 0.3m/yr of growth does not have a negative exponential thinning curve, and
results in a scene with trees that are all similar in height.
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Figure 5.12: BA 30 scene from Ecological Model

Figure 5.13: BA 30 scene from Random Model at 0.3m/yr of growth
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Figure 5.14: BA 40 scene from Ecological Model

Figure 5.15: BA 40 scene from Random Model at 0.3m/yr of growth
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Figure 5.16: BA 50 scene from Ecological Model

Figure 5.17: BA 50 scene from Random Model at 0.3m/yr of growth
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Figure 5.18: BA 60 scene from Ecological Model

Figure 5.19: BA 60 scene from Random Model at 0.3m/yr of growth
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Figure 5.20: BA 70 scene from Ecological Model

Figure 5.21: BA 70 scene from Random Model at 0.3m/yr of growth
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Figure 5.22: BA 80 scene from Ecological Model

Figure 5.23: BA 80 scene from Random Model at 0.3m/yr of growth
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5.5

Summary
This chapter outlines the results of the mobility analysis and explores in detail the frequency

of different diameter vegetation in the generated scenes. 5.1 explores the results of the vehicle
performance in NRMM and MAVS. It further breaks down the MAVS simulation results into both
vegetation override methods explored (Discrete and Continuous). Figure 5.2 plots this data to
show how it changes as BA increases. 5.2 breaks down how NRMM classifies each scene through
diameter classes and stem spacing. The box and whisker plots of this information seen in figures 5.4
- 5.7. 5.3 reveals the differences in scenes generated using the Ecological and Random Methods,
and explores the frequency distributions of these scenes at each target BA. Finally 5.4 visually
shows the results of each model.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this research was to investigate the research question, “Which environment
generation model (Ecological vs Random) improves the accuracy of simulated UGV mobility
performance?” This research question was investigated through four hypotheses outlined in the
chapter 1.2.

6.1

Discrete vs Continuous
Two methods of vegetation override were considered when analyzing vehicle performance in

simulation: a discrete method and a continuous method. In the discrete method, only the vegetation
that the vehicle physically collided with affected the vehicle’s speed. This method most accurately
captures the effects of collisions on a vehicle in a real-world scenario. However, the continuous
method for evaluating vegetation override more closely matches the assumptions that exist within
NRMM.
In NRMM, the speed a vehicle can achieve is determined by comparing several calculations to
determine how fast a vehicle can traverse and maneuver in a forest populated with different classes
of vegetation. The first calculation it makes is to determine the largest stem diameter class that the
vehicle can override. This depends on two factors, the vehicles pushbar force, and the maximum
amount of force needed to override each vegetation class in the TU. The vehicles pushbar force is
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the maximum amount of force a vehicle can exert on something in its operating environment. Once
the maximum class of vegetation that the vehicle can override is determined, NRMM calculates the
average resistance force for each class of vegetation that can be overridden. This average resistance
force is a function of the density of the vegetation in each stem diameter class. The average force to
override the largest stem diameter class the vehicle can manage to traverse is used to predict speed
through the TU while overriding all vegetation of that class and lower. This force was compared
to a tractive force curve for the vehicle to determine the maximum operating speed the vehicle
could achieve, with the average force being applied to it. Next, NRMM calculated the percent
of area denied by each class of vegetation greater than the maximum class that was overridden.
This percent area denied was used to calculate the predicted speed that the vehicle achieved while
overriding all vegetation that the vehicle traversed and maneuvering around all vegetation that it
could not. The slower of the two speeds from each of these calculations was selected as the speed
limiting factor for the vehicle and reported as the predicted SMG for that TU traversal.
Since NRMM’s method for estimating the speed of the vehicle and the discrete method did not
represent the resistance due to vegetation in the same way, a continuous override method in MAVS
was used to better approximate the way NRMM represents vegetation resistance. In the continuous
vegetation resistance model, the force resistance of all the vegetation within the scene was used to
calculate an average vegetation resistance across the environment. This resistance was applied to
the vehicle as a constant force as it traversed each scene.
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Figure 6.1: SMG predictions in Ecological Model (MAVS Discrete, MAVS Continuous, NRMM)

When comparing the two MAVS methods to NRMM, the MAVS continuous method resulted
in speeds that were more similar to NRMM than the MAVS discrete method. Overall, the MAVS
discrete method suggested that the vehicle could operate at speeds close to its maximum speed
through the environment, with only a minimal disruption in speed as BA increased. However, the
discrete method had some limitations that were key to understanding why the predicted vehicle
speeds were high. First, as vegetation collided with the vehicle, the model did not consider
damage caused to the simulated vehicle that could further impair its subsequent speed. Second, as
vegetation collided with the vehicle, there were no further changes to the environment that would
occur when a vehicle hit a real tree. The trees in the simulation did not fall over and continue to
affect vehicle movement, nor did the trees fall onto other vegetation that surrounded it, creating
additional resistance for the vehicle. It was however important to note that many of these limitations
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also existed within NRMM. In NRMM, there was no concept of a fallen tree impairing a vehicle’s
movement after it fell to the ground or against other trees. The push bar strength that existed
for each vehicle, was calculated using forces required to push over single trees, with the vehicle
starting from a stopped position, with no consideration for momentum.
For all the simulations in MAVS, the continuous vegetation override method was chosen to
evaluate the speed of the vehicle navigating each scene, since it most closely matched the NRMM
formulation of vegetation override.

6.2

Hypothesis 1 Discussion
H1: An ecologically driven forest environment model results in UGV speeds that are similar

to predicted NRMM speeds for a UGV operating within a forest.
This hypothesis (H1) was supported when leveraging the continuous vegetation override
model (see Chapter 4.2.6). For the Ecological model, the primary limiting factor in the NRMM
predicted speeds was maneuvering. The NRMM predicted speeds trended with the predicted SMG
results for the MAVS continuous vegetation resistance model. The primary limiting factor for all
Ecological scenes in NRMM was the need to maneuver through the environment. This means
that even in BA 30 scenes, large diameter trees were present that the vehicle could not simply
override and had to maneuver around. As BA increases, the need for the vehicle to maneuver
increases, which leads to overall lower predicted speeds for the vehicle. Both NRMM and the
MAVS continuous vegetation override model show a similar smooth and gradual degradation in
vehicle SMG as the density of the forest increases (Figure 6.2).
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Figure 6.2: Ecological SMG predictions

6.3

Hypothesis 2 Discussion
H2: A randomly generated forest environment model results in UGV speeds that are similar to

predicted NRMM speeds for a UGV operating within a forest.
This hypothesis (H2) was supported when leveraging the continuous vegetation override
model for scenes generated with the random model and vegetation growth rates of 0.3m/yr and
0.6m/yr. For the random model at 0.3m/yr and 0.6m/yr of growth, the primary limiting factor in
the predicted speeds was vegetation override. This differed from the environments created with
the ecological model where the primary limiting factor was maneuvering. The difference in this
limiting factor was due to the overall lack of large diameter vegetation in the random scenes.
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(a) Random (0.3m/yr) SMG predictions

(b) Random (0.6m/yr) SMG predictions

Figure 6.3: Random 0.3m/yr and 0.6m/yr SMG predictions
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Similarly, while NRMM and the MAVS continuous vegetation override model predicted similar
overall high speeds for the scenes generated with the random model at 0.3m/yr and 0.6m/yr growth
rates, these similarities were due to the overall lack of large diameter vegetation within the random
scenes. It is only near BA 80 of 0.6m/yr of growth, that diameters pose a significant risk to the
vehicle occur. Since these large diameter trees were observed at this point, the overall resistance
in the environment increased, resulting in slower speeds in the MAVS continuous model and in
NRMM. This was a stark contrast to the Ecological model that had large diameter vegetation that
presented the vehicle with a non-traversable object in all BA categories.
An additional set of scenes was generated using the random model with an unrealistic growth
rate of 1.2m/yr to ensure the presence of large diameter trees in the scenes. The unrealistic growth
rate was provided to the Random growth method due to the lack of large diameter vegetation in the
0.3m/yr and 0.6m/yr growth rates.
At the 1.2m/yr growth rate, the random model had difficulty generating scenes matching the
desired basal areas. Only basal areas of 30, 40, 60, and 80 could be achieved. In BA 30 and 40
scenes, the speed was limited primarily by vegetation override. At BA 60, for 39 of the 50 TU’s,
speeds were limited primarily by override. For the remaining 11 TU’s, the speeds were limited by
maneuvering. This suggests that, for this model, between BA 40 and 60 there was an inflection
point where large diameter trees start to significantly affect the vehicle’s mobility and the limiting
factor switches from override to maneuvering. This results in a significant loss of potential speed
for the vehicle. At BA 80, the limiting factor for all TU’s was maneuvering. As a result, speeds
in BA 30 and 40 were similar to those achieved in the continuous model of vegetation override
in MAVS but diverged significantly for higher basal areas. Both the Ecological model and the
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Random model at 1.2m/yr of growth produced large diameter vegetation requiring the vehicle to
switch from a purely override consideration to a maneuver consideration. However, for the random
model this only occurred at BA 60 and higher. While the random model at 1.2m/yr of growth
was able to produce trees that required the vehicle to maneuver, once these trees were present in
the scene, the frequency distribution of these trees was unrealistic. The higher number of large
diameter trees in these random scenes led to a dramatic drop in predicted vehicle speeds. The
random model at this growth rate did not provide the smooth decrease in vehicle speed that would
be expected as a forest becomes denser.

Figure 6.4: Random 1.2m/yr SMG predictions
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Since the random model at growth rates of 0.3m/yr and 0.6m/yr resulted in similar predictive
trends in NRMM and MAVS, H2 is supported for the model at these growth rates. When considering
the random model with a growth rate of 1.2m/yr, it is important to recall that this growth rate is
unrealistic for a longleaf pine tree but was selected to artificially increase the presence of higher
diameter vegetation that was lacking in the scenes generated with growth rates in the normal range
(0.3m/yr – 0.6m/yr). While H2 is supported for the random scenes with normal growth rates, these
scenes do not include vegetation at higher diameters that would be realistic for most longleaf pine
tree forests. Due to the overall unrealistic distribution of tree sizes in all the random scenes, even
though NRMM approximated the same solution as the MAVS continuous method of vegetation
overrides, the predictive power for the model was low given the dramatic shifts in predicted speed
and overall realism of the scenes (discussed in H4).

6.4

Hypothesis 3 Discussion
H3: Ecological driven environments will have similar physical and visual properties to real-

world forested environments.
This hypothesis (H3) was supported when evaluating the frequency distribution of vegetation
stem diameters that were present in the scenes generated by the Ecological method. When the
size of stems was plotted on the x-axis of a graph, and the number of trees of that stem diameter
were summed and plotted on the Y-axis, the overall trend in the frequency of vegetation stem
diameters in an environment should approximate a negative exponential curve. These frequency
plots were generated for each targeted BA. The number of trees in each scene in each BA class
were summed by stem diameter class to produce a frequency graph considering all scenes within
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each BA. The number of stems at each diameter were plotted (diameter rounded down to nearest
inch for grouping). This plot was fitted with a negative exponential curve. This resulted in a high
R-square value of 0.98, suggesting that at each BA, the Ecological method produced vegetation
that approximated the expected trend in frequencies of vegetation at different diameters in the real
world.

Figure 6.5: Frequency of diameters in Ecological Model

6.5

Hypothesis 4 Discussion
H4: Random model environments will not have similar physical and visual properties to

real-world environments
This hypothesis (H4) was supported when evaluating the frequency distribution of vegetation
stem diameters that were present with the scenes generated by the Random model. While the scenes
generated with the Ecological model exhibited the expected declination of frequencies of trees as
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stem diameter increased, the scenes generated using the random method produced vegetation that
did not approximate the expected frequencies of vegetation at different diameters. Additionally,
when considering the different growth rates, increasing the growth rate resulted in a poorer match
with the expected trend. Not only did the Random models fail to achieve a negative exponential
growth but increasing the growth rate to allow for larger diameter vegetation to exist resulted in a
degradation in the fit with the expected frequency.
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Figure 6.6: Frequency of diamters in random scenes
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6.6

Research Question
The overall purpose of this research was to understand if Which environment generation model

(Ecological vs Random) improves the accuracy of simulated UGV mobility performance?
To answer this research question, four hypotheses were explored. To evaluate all four hypotheses, 50 scenes for six BA 30 – 80 were generated using the proposed Ecological model for a total
of 300 scenes. Additionally, 50 scenes at BA30 – BA 80 were generated using an existing random
model implemented in MAVS for three growth rates targeted (0.3m/yr, 0.6m/yr, 1.2m/yr) for a
total of 900 scenes (300 at each growth rate). NRMM was used to produce a speed prediction for
each scene. In MAVS, simulated vehicles navigated each scene using two methods, straight line
and maneuver. Each method was simulated for 10 randomly selected start positions for a total of
20 speed predictions (10 straight-line, 10 maneuver) per scene. This was repeated for each type
of vegetation override model within MAVS (discrete, continuous). SMG predictions were made
based on successful runs and compared to NRMM results. For this research 12,000 simulations
were performed for each scene generation model explored (Ecological, Random 0.3m/yr, 0.6m/yr,
1.2m/yr). This resulted in a total of 48,000 simulated vehicle traversals.
An analysis of the results indicated all four hypotheses were shown to be supported for certain
conditions. Given that H1 showed that the Ecological Model driven forest generation resulted in
performance predictions similar to NRMM, and that H3 showed the Ecological model resulted in a
realistic frequency of stem diameters, it can be stated that the Ecological model provided a realistic
simulated forested environment for assessing vehicle mobility. When those results are compared
to the Random Model, H2 showed that the random forest generation model resulted in SMG
predictions similar to NRMM, but H4 showed that the Random Model did not result in a realistic
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distribution of trees of different stem diameter. Since the random model did not approximate
a real-world ecosystem, it was inadequate when generating forests for evaluating UGV mobility
performance. Additionally, even though the scenes generated through each of the Random Models
resulted in similar SMG across NRMM and MAVS, these SMG predictions have poor applicability
to real world conditions. Since the overall frequency distributions of the vegetation in each of the
BA of interests were unrealistic, the SMG predictions cannot be generalized to real forests of that
BA. This is evident in the Random Model when using 1.2m/yr of growth at BA 60. Eleven scenes
in this condition listed maneuvering as the primary limiting factor of the prediction in NRMM
and 39 scenes predicted vegetation override as the primary limiting factor. These 11 scenes
primarily limited by maneuvering, grown to BA 60, had the same forest properties and overall
density of vegetation as the 39 scenes limited by vegetation override, but result in dramatically
different predicted speeds. The difference in these predicted speeds were directly related to the
presence of large diameter trees in vegetation classes that could not be overridden by the vehicle.
Given the poor realism of the forests produced by the Random Model, and the lack of a smooth
degradation of predicted speeds across these scenes, the proposed Ecological model provided a
better representation of a forested environment when evaluating mobility performance of UGVs.

6.7

Contributions
This research contributes to the understanding of how vegetation override has been traditionally

modeled using NRMM, and the necessary considerations for conducting mobility analysis in
simulation environments. This work suggests that the current representation of vegetation override
is insufficient and should be further explored. Leveraging a continuous override method results in
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similar predictive vehicle performance as NRMM but should be expanded to account for limitations
that exist within NRMM. This research further highlights the need for robust Ecological Models
for simulation based mobility analysis. The results from the Ecological Model in simulation are
more predictive than current Random Models widely used in simulation for mobility analysis due
to large diameter tree considerations.

6.8

Publication Plan
This current publication plan for this work is as follows:

1. Implementation of the Ecological Model
(a) targeting Computer Animation and Virtual Worlds.
2. Value of Ecological Models for Simulation of UGVs in Forests
(a) targeting Journal of Terramechanics
3. Simulating off-road forest traversals to predict SMG
(a) targeting ISTVS / JAVS
4. Forest traversals SMG predictions models, simulation vs. analytical
(a) targeting GVSETS and Journal of Terramechanics

6.9

Future Work
This research revealed several gaps in vehicle mobility forecasting. NRMM and the continuous

model are conservative estimates of the vehicle SMG. The discrete model’s limitations led to
overly optimistic predictions for vehicle speeds. It is likely that the actual vehicle performance falls
somewhere between the NRMM predicted performance and the MAVS discrete model. Addressing
the limitations of the discrete model such as the lack of vehicle damage, the perfect perception
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of the environment, and the inability to model persistent presence of obstacles after collision will
result in more accurate overall speed predictions.
Additional future work should explore the effects of terrain features such as changes in height
on the distribution and growth patterns of trees and on predicted vehicle speeds. This research
focused on forests with flat terrains to allow for an equal comparison to NRMM. Most forests are
not flat, and many mobility considerations come in to play for soft soil conditions that exist around
lakes, ponds, rivers, ditches, and streams that are commonly present within forests. Additional
considerations need to be made for other types of environments and weather conditions that effect
topography, soil conditions, and biomes.
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APPENDIX A
NRMM DATA DEFINITION
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Table A.1: Terrain Input File Variables
Item

Description

Units

Name
Urban Code:
1 = village
2 = town
3 = city
IUC

Code
4 = off-road
5 = canal
6 = river
7 = lake
Surface condition code
0 = unknown
1 = normal

SCODE

Code
2 = slippery
3 = water covered (flooded)
4 = snow (on frozen ground)

SDEPTH

Surface cover depth (SCODE 3 or 4)
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Inches

Table A.1 (continued): Terrain Input File Variables
Soil-type code
0 = undefined
1 = USCS type SW
2 = USCS type SP
3 = USCS type SM
4 = USCS type SC
KUSCS

String or
5 = USCS type SMSC
Code
6 = USCS type CL
7 = USCS type ML
8 = USCS type CLML
9 = USCS type CH
10 = USCS type MH
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Table A.1 (continued): Terrain Input File Variables
Soil-type code
11 = USCS type OL
12 = USCS type OH
13 = water
14 = pavement
KUSCS

15 = rock

String or

16 = USCS type GW

Code

17 = USCS type GP
18 = USCS type GM
19 = USCS type GC
20 = USCS type PT
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Table A.1 (continued): Terrain Input File Variables
Land-use Code
0 = undefined
1 = agriculture, dry crops
2 = agriculture, wetland rice
3 = agriculture, terraced crops, wet or dry
LUSE

4 = agriculture, shifting cultivation
5 = brushland/scrub, <5m high, open to medium spacing
6 = brushland/scrub, <5m high, medium to dense spacing
7 = coniferous/evergreen forest
8 = deciduous forest
9 = mixed forest
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Code

Table A.1 (continued): Terrain Input File Variables
Land-use Code
10 = orchard/plantation; rubber, palm, fruit, etc.
11 = grassland, meadows, pasture
12 = grassland with scattered trees, some scrub growth
13 = forest clearings; cut-over areas, barns, etc.
LUSE

14 = swamp; mangrove, cypress, etc.

Code

15 = marsh/bog; peat, muskeg, etc.
16 = wetlands; L.S.I., low-lying wet areas
17 = vineyard/hope-garden
18 = bamboo
19 = bare ground
Land-use Code
20 = unassigned
21 = unassigned
LUSE

Code
22 = unassigned
23 = open water
24 = built-up areas
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Table A.1 (continued): Terrain Input File Variables
SMSP “wetness index” code
0 = arid (deserts)
1 = dry (steep slopes, semiarid regions)
KWI

Code

2 = average (well drained soils)
3 = wet (poorly drained soils, bottomlands)
4 = saturated (flooded part of the year)
5 = waterlogged (perennially waterlogged)

RCIC(1)

Soil strength, 0”-6” layer, DRY season

CI/RCI

RCIC(2)

Soil strength, 0”-6” layer, AVERAGE season

CI/RCI

RCIC(3)

Soil strength, 0”-6” layer, WET season

CI/RCI

RCIC(4)

Soil strength, 0”-6” layer, WET-WET season

CI/RCI

RCIC(5)

Soil strength, 6”-12” layer, DRY season

CI/RCI

RCIC(6)

Soil strength, 6”-12” layer, AVERAGE season

CI/RCI

RCIC(7)

Soil strength, 6”-12” layer, WET season

CI/RCI

RCIC(8)

Soil strength, 6”-12” layer, WET-WET season

CI/RCI

DBROCK Depth to bedrock (depths over 12 in. are not significant)

Inches

GRADE

Slope

Percent

ACTRMS Surface roughness

RMSin*10

AREA

Patch or terrain unit area

Km^2
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Table A.1 (continued): Terrain Input File Variables
Obstacle approach angle

AA

Degrees

(AA <180 = Mound;
AA = 180 = Flat;
AA >180 = Trench)

OBH

Obstacle height

Inches

OBW

Obstacle base width

Feet

OBL

Obstacle length

Feet

OBS

Obstacle spacing

Feet

Obstacle spacing type
IOST

1 = random (potentially avoidable)

Code

2 = linear (nonavoidable)
Average stem spacing for Class 1
S(1)

Feet
(stems of diameter >0.00 in. (0.0cm))
Average stem spacing for Class 2

S(2)

Feet
(stems of diameter >0.98 in. (2.0cm))
Average stem spacing for Class 3

S(3)

Feet
(stems of diameter >2.36 in. (6.0cm))
Average stem spacing for Class 4

S(4)

Feet
(stems of diameter >3.94 in. (10.0cm))
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Table A.1 (continued): Terrain Input File Variables
Average stem spacing for Class 5
S(5)

Feet
(stems of diameter >5.51 in. (14.0cm))
Average stem spacing for Class 6

S(6)

Feet
(stems of diameter >7.09 in. (18.0cm))
Average stem spacing for Class 7

S(7)

Feet
(stems of diameter >8.66 in. (22.0cm))
Average stem spacing for Class 8

S(8)

Feet
(stems of diameter >9.84 in. (25.0cm))

RDA1

Visibility distance, JAN-MAR

Feet

RDA2

Visibility distance, APR-JUN

Feet

RDA3

Visibility distance, JUL-SEP

Feet

RDA4

Visibility distance, OCT-DEC

Feet
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Table A.2: Vehicle Input File
Item Name

Description

Units

ABSPWR (NRLVL)

Absorbed power level for each ride limit curve

N

[watts]{watts}. This is currently used for informational purposes only
ACD

Aerodynamic drag coefficient [lb/mph^2] {N/kmh^2}
Set ACD = 0 to ignore aerodynamic effects

ASHOE (NAMBLY)

Area of 1 track shoe [in^2] {m^2}. Use the sprocket
pitch times the track width for cases in which there is
no identifiable track shoe.

AVGC

Average cornering stiffness of tires [lb/mph^2]
{N/rad}

AXLSP (NAMBLY-1)

Interaxle spacing (I to i+1) [in] {m}

CD

Hydrodynamic
{N/kmh^2}.

drag

coefficient

[lb/mph^2]

This is used for water-covered ter-

rain only
CGH

C-G height above ground of loaded vehicle [in.] {m}

CGLAT

C-G lateral distance from center line [in.] {m}

CGR

Horizontal distance from C-G to rear axle of prime
mover [in.] {m}

CID(NENG)

Displacement of each engine [in^3] {m^3}
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C

Table A.2 (continued): Vehicle Input File
CL

Minimum ground clearance [in.] {m}

CLRMIN(NAMBLY)

Minimum ground clearance for each assembly [in.]
{m}

CONV1 (2, ICONV1)

Torque converter torque-multiplier versus input speed
[RPM]{RPM}

CONV2 (2, ICONV2)

Torque converter torque-multiplier versus speed-ratio

DFLCT

Tire deflection for each assembly & each deflection

(NAMBLY,

NJPSI)

case [in.] {m}

DIAW (NAMBLY)

Undeflected tire diameter, each assembly [in.] {m}

DRAFT

Combination vehicle draft [in.] {m}. This is used for
water covered terrain only.

ENGINE (2, IENGIN)

Engine Speed [RPM] versus engine torque [ft-lb] {Nm}

EYEHGT

Driver’s eye height above ground [in.] {m}

FD(2)

Final drive gear ratio and efficiency

FORDD

Combination maximum fording depth [in.] {m}

GROUSH(NAMBLY)

Track grouser height for each assembly (measured
from the track shoe/track pad interface to the outside
track pad surface) [in.] {m}
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Table A.2 (continued): Vehicle Input File
HPNET

Total net engine power for all engines [HP] {watts}.
This is used for horsepower per ton computations

HROSUS(NSUSP)

Vertical distance from vehicle roll center to the axle
[in.] {m}
Traction assembly braked code:

IB(NAMBLY)
0 = no, 1 = yes
Tire type construction code:
ICONST(NAMBLY)
0 = radial, 1 = bias
ICONV1

Number of data points describing the torque-multiplier
versus input speed “CONV1” relation for the torqueconverter

ICONV2

Number of data points describing the torque-multiplier
versus the converter speed ratio relation for the torqueconverter
Dual tire flag for each assembly:

ID(NAMBLY)
0 = not duals, 1 = duals
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Table A.2 (continued): Vehicle Input File
Engine type code for each engine:
0 = unknown; assumed same as 1
IDIESL(NENG)

1 = gasoline or 4-stroke-cycle diesel
2 = 2-stroke-cycle diesel
3 = turbine

IENGIN

Number of data points describing the engine-speed
versus engine-torque curves “ENGINE.”
Traction assembly powered code:

IP(NAMBLY)
0 = not powered, 1 = powered
IPOWER(NTRANG)

Number of data points describing the tractive force
versus speed relation “POWER” for each transmission
operating range
Tandom axle code:

IT(NAMBLY)

0 = not tandem
j = part of j^th randem
Transmission type code:
0 = shifts automatically

ITVAR
1 = shifts manually. This is used in the soft-soil
routines
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Table A.2 (continued): Vehicle Input File
JVPSI

Index (“JPSI”) of tire deflection case used for the input
power-train data
CTI operating scenario; index I as follows:
(1) = JPSI for superhighways & primary roads
(2) = JPSI for secondary roads
(3) = JPSI for C-G (sand) soils on trails
(4) = JPSI for other soils on trails

KCTIOP(i)
(5) = JPSI for operation in snow on trails
(6) = JPSI for C-G (sand) soils off-road
(7) = JPSI for other soils off-road
(8) = JPSI for operation in snow off-road
If JPSI = 0, use all cases
KOHIND(NJPSI)

Index of obstacle-height versus speed table data set to
be used for each tire deflection case
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Table A.2 (continued): Vehicle Input File
Transmission operating range scenario for each
case i as follows:
(1) = range for superhighways & primary roads
(2) = range for secondary roads
(3) = range for C-G (sand) soils on trails
KTROPR(i)

(4) = range for other soils on trails
(5) = range for operation in snow on trails
(6) = range for C-G (sand) soils off-road
(7) = range for other soils off-road
(8) = range for operation in snow off-road
If JPSI = 0, use all cases
Tire stiffness code for each assembly:
0 = no stiffness considered
1 = tires are “flexible” (hard surface rolling resistance
at 25 % deflection less then 0.02)

KTSFLG(NAMBLY)
2 = tires are “medium” (hard surface rolling resistance
at 25 % deflection less than 0.035)
3 = tires are “stiff” (hard surface rolling resistance
at 25 % deflection greater than or equal 0.035)
KVRING(NJPSI)

Index of VRIDE table for each tire deflection case
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Table A.2 (continued): Vehicle Input File
Locking (limited-slip) differential flag:
LOCDIF

0 = not limited-slip,
1 = limited-slip
Torque converter has lockup clutch code:

LOCKUP

0 = no lockup
1 = converter has lockup

MAXIPR

Number of data points for each surface roughness
“RMS” versus ride-limited speed relation. (“VRIDE”
data.)

MAXL

Number of ride tolerance level relations given in the
ride (“VRIDE”) data

NAMBLY

Number of traction element assemblies (axles and
tracks)

NBOGIE(NAMBLY)

Total number (i.e both sides) of track road wheels
(bogie wheels) for each track assembly
Tire chain traction assist flag

NCHAIN(NAMBLY)

0 = none
1 = has chains

NCYL(NENG)

Number of cylinders for each engine

NENG

Number of engines
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Table A.2 (continued): Vehicle Input File
Flexible track type code:
NFL(NAMBLY)

0 = girderized
1 = flexible

NGR

Number of transmission gear-ratios for each range

NHVALS

Number of data points in the obstacle height versus
speed relation data (0=no data)

NJPSI

Number of tire inflation/deflection cases (NRMM was
fixed at 3.)
Track pad code for each assembly:

NPAD(NAMBLY)

0 = none,
1 = has pads

NSUSP

Number of suspension springs per side

NTRANG

Number of transmission operating ranges given
(NRMM had only one)
Vehicle traction assembly type:

NVEH(NAMBLY)

0 = tracked
1 = wheeled

NVUNTS

Number of tractor and trailer units in vehicle combination

NWHL(NAMBLY)

Number of tires on each wheeled assembly
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Table A.2 (continued): Vehicle Input File
NWR

Number of data points in the water depth versus buoyancy ratio data relation. This is used only for watercovered terrain units

PBF

Maximum push bar force vehicle can withstand overriding vegetation stems [1b] {N}

PBHT

Height of the push bar above ground [in.] {m}

PFA

Vehicle projected frontal area [ft^2] {m}

POWER(2,

IPOWER,

Vehicle speed [m[h] versus tractive for [lb.] {n} for

NTRANG)

each range given

QMAX(NENG)

Maximum net torque available from each engine [ft-lb]
{N-m}

RAID(NSUSP)

Mean stiffness of suspension springs [lb/in.] {n/m}

RDIAM(NAMBLY)

Tire rim diameter for each wheeled assembly [in.] {m}

REVM(NAMBLY)

Tire revolutions per mile for each assembly [rev/mi]
{rad/m}

RIMW(NAMBLY)

Tire rim width for each wheeled assembly [in.] {m}

RMS(MAXIPR)

Surface roughness components [RMS-in.] {m} for the
surface roughness versus maximum ride limited speed
data
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Table A.2 (continued): Vehicle Input File
RW(NAMBLY)

Effective radius of track roadwheels (i.e roadwheel
radius plus track thickness) [in.] {m}

SAE

Vehicle swamp angle during egress [deg] {rad}

SAI

Vehicle swamp angle during ingress [deg] {rad}

SECTH(NAMBLY)

Tire nominal undeflected section height [in.] {m}

SECTW(NAMBLY)

Tire nominal section width [in.] {m}

TCASE(2)

Engine to torque converter gear ratio and efficiency.
(Use 1.0 and 1.0 if there is a direct coupling.)

TIREID(NAMBLY)

Tire identification nomenclature for tires on each assembly. This is used for information only.

TL

Distance from center of first wheel (i=1) to center of
last (i=NAMBLY) [in.] {m}

TPLY(NAMBLY)

Tire ply rating for each wheeled assembly

TPSI(NAMBY, NJPSI)

Tire inflation pressure [psi] {N/m^2}

TQIND

Torque input used for torque-converter input speed versus speed ratio data relation (“CONV1”)

TRAKLIN(NAMBLY)

Length of track on ground (one side) [in.] {m}

TRAKWD(NAMBLY)

Track width (one side) for each tracked assembly [in.]
{m}
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Table A.2 (continued): Vehicle Input File
TRANS(2,

NGR,

Transmission gear ratios & efficiencies for each trans-

NTRANG)

mission gear and range

VACCMX

Acceleration limit for obstacle height versus speed relations [g] (usually 2.5g). This is currently used for
information purposes only

VEHID

Vehicle text identification string
Vehicle data input units:

VFGVCI(NAMBLY)

0 = [US customary]
1 = {SI}

VFS

1-pass vehicle cone index for fine-grained soils for
each assembly. If given, these data will be used in
place of internally computer VCI-1 values

VOOB(NHVALS,

Maximum ride-limited speed [mph] {m/s} component

NJPSI, MAXL)

of the obstacle height versus speed data relations for
each tire deflection case given.

VRIDE(MAXIPR,

Ride-limited speed [mph] {m/s} component of the

NJPSI, MAXL)

surface-roughness versus speed data relation for each
ride level and each tire deflection case given

VSS

Maximum swim speed without auxiliary propulsion
[mph] {m/s}
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Table A.2 (continued): Vehicle Input File
VSSAXP

Maximum swim speed with auxiliary propulsion
[mph] {m/s}

VSLIMX

Maximum sliding speed limit (0=computed by side
slope submodule) [mph] {m/s}

VTIPMX

Maximum tipping speed limit (0=computed by side
slope submodule) [mph] {kmh}

VTIRMX(NJPSI)

Maximum tire speed limit for each deflection scenario
[mph] {m/s}. If present, this datum overrides the
results computed in the vehicle data preprocessor.

VULEN(NVUNTS)

Length of each vehicle unit (from connection point to
connect point) [in.] {m}

WC

Winch capacity [lb.] {m}

WDAXP

Water depth required to use auxiliary propulsion [in.]
{m}

WDPTH(NWR)

Depths for the water-depth versus weight-ratio relation
data [in.] {m}

WDTH

Maximum combination vehicle width [in.] {m}

WGHT(NAMBLY)

Weight beneath each vehicle assembly [lb] {N}

WRAT(NWR)

Weight-ratio component for water-depth versus
weight-ratio data
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Table A.2 (continued): Vehicle Input File
WRFORD

Rati of GVW on ground to GVW fording

WR(NAMBLY)

Tread widths, each assembly (center to center) [in.]
{m}

WTE(NAMBLY)

Minimum width between traction elements [in.] {m}

XBRCOF

Combination vehicle braking coefficient
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Table A.3: Scenario Input File
Item Name

Description

Default Value

COEFHD

Amount of maximum side-slope limit driver will ac-

1.0

cept psychologically ([0..1]; 1 = all, 0 = none)
𝑁
𝑚2

COHES

Cohesion of snow [ 𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑏2 ]

DCLMAX

Maximum braking acceleration driver will accept [g]

2.0G

GAMMA

Specific gravity of snow (ignored if ISNOW ≠ 1)

1.0

0.5

Soil moisture season code:
1 = dry
ISEASN

1

2 = average
3 = wet
4 = wet-wet
Snow on frozen ground code:

ISNOW

0

1 = none
2 = snow on frozen ground

IOVER

Index of maximum stem diameter class considered for

9

override
Surface condition:
1 = dry
ISURF

1
2 = wet
3 = ice-covered
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𝑙𝑏
𝑖𝑛2

Table A.3 (continued): Scenario Input File
LAC

Ride level index

1

Power train scenaio code:
1 = compute tractice force relation using the
MAPG

2
power-train submodel
2 = use the given input tractive force relation
Visibility season:
1,2,3 = first quarter

MONTH

1

4,5,6 = second quarter
7,8,9 = third quarter
10,11,12 = fourth quarter
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Table A.3 (continued): Scenario Input File
Tire deflection scenario:
0 = select according to the following:
1 if cross-country/trails except sand/snow
2 if cross-country/trails sand/snow
3 if highway
NOPP

1 = use "cross-country" inflation/deflection for all

0

terrain types
2 = use "sand/snow" inflation/deflection for all
terrain types
3 = use "highway" inflation/deflection for all
terrain types
Soil surface slipperiness:
NSLIP

0

0 = not slippery
1 = slippery
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Table A.3 (continued): Scenario Input File
omnidirectional operating mode:
0 = same as 2 if input terrain is on-road and 3
if input terrain is cross-country
NTRAV

1 = predict for given slope only

0

2 = predict for given slope and for opposite slope
3 = predict for given slope, opposite slope and
level (slope=0)
PHI

Internal angle of friction for snow [deg] rad

21.8 deg

RDFOG

Maximum recognition distance [ft] m

1000ft

REACT

Driver’s reaction time for braking [sec] sec

0.75 sec

SCNID

Scenario text identification

DEFAULT
SCENARIO

SCNKEY

Scenario input search key

DEFAULT

Scenario data input units:
SCNSIU

0

0 = US Customary
1 = SI

SFTYPC

Amount of braking driver will use [%] coef

90%

VBRAKE

Minimum on-road visibility limited speed [mph] km/s

2.0 mph

VISMNV

Minimum off-oad visibility limited speed [mph] km/s

2.0 mph

VLIM

Maximum on-road speed limit [mph] km/s

55 mph
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Table A.3 (continued): Scenario Input File
VWALK

Minimum vegetation override speed "walking speed"

4.0 mph

[ips] km/s
ZSNOW

Snow depth (ISNOW =1) [in] cm
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10.0 in

APPENDIX B
NRMM APPROVAL LETTER
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